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ABSTRACT
The Center for Advanced Technology for Large Structural
Systems (ATLSS) at Lehigh University is a focal point for
research and education with a goal to develop new and
innovative technologies that will increase the U. S.
construction industries' competitiveness. To this end, the
ATLSS Integrated Building Systems (AIBS) cluster has developed
a new cost effective steel connector known as the ATLSS
connector (AC). The ATLSS Connector has proven to be an
economically feasible connector that promotes safety and can
cut amount of time it takes to erect steel structures to
nearly half.
This thesis will discuss the incorporation of the AC into
a partially restrained composite connection (PRCe) that uses
tubular columns and composite girders. The PRCC system
proposed is capable of providing many advantages with regard
to the performace and cost. In addition, a simplified
technique was developed which is simple to use and will yield
conservative but economical results.
The connection system developed has the following features:
The self -guiding, self -aligning beam- to- column features of the
AC are utilized in this connection scheme, this feature will
promote the erection of steel structures in a safe and cost-
effective manner. Hollow structural shapes offer several
distinct geometric advantages when used with the AC, such as
the elimination of cumbersome connection detailing. This is
because the AC can be attached to any wall of the tube.
Finally, PRCCs have been proven to provide an excellent bearn-
to-column connection that yields cost efficient girder
selections, while providing lateral stiffness.
This thesis will also discuss the results of an
investigation into the local and global behavioral
characteristics of a partially restrained composite connection
that incorporates the AC with tubular columns is presented.
A local parametric study was conducted on several tubular
columns of varying thicknesses. The AC was then subjected to
various loading conditions to determine the performance of the
connector attached to a tubular column. A prototype unbraced
low-rise building was designed using current codes and
practices. The PRCC cruciform specimens (based on the
prototype design) were then constructed and subj ected to
monotonic and cyclic loadings. Force deformation
relationships, strength, stiffness and ductility
characteristics are reported. Several conclusions are drawn
and results are compared with previous PRCC experimentation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL
The Center for Advanced Technology for Large Structural
Systems (ATLSS) at Lehigh University was established to serve
as a focal point in structural research and education with a
mission to increase the U.S. Construction Industries
competitiveness. The research center is divided into research
clusters that are tasked to investigate the various aspects
that make up large structural systems. One such cluster,
called ATLSS Integrated Building Systems (AIBS), was formed to
develop, design, fabricate, erect, and evaluate the cost-
competitiveness of building systems. The AIBs cluster is
utilizing a concept called "Systems Approach" in order to
incorporate the above mentioned aspects of a structural
system. A Systems Approach includes all the details that are
involved with building, from the inception to the cessation of
the structure.
One such conceptual approach developed by AIBS,
incorporates the use of an innovative connector call the ATLSS
Connector (AC) [Refs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5]. The AC (shown in
Figs. 1.1 and 1.3) is a self-guiding, self-aligning beam-to-
column connector that provides a safe and cost-effective
method of erection. The AC will also serve as a shear
connection after the structure has been erected. The
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innovative connector system permits the fabricator to use
either semi-automated or fully-automated erection processes.
It also provides the fabricators with an increase in the
fabrication tolerances needed for modular construction
techniques. This is possible because of the self-guiding
self-aligning features of the AC. Modular construction is now
considered to be very plausible and the envisioned "Systems
Approach" concept was proven successful in an actual field
demonstration [56]. In this application, the time to erect
the steel structure was cut nearly in half.
Studies have shown that the largest demand in new
building construction will be of a low-rise type. The total
demand is estimated to be as high as 90% according to American
Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). The implications of
this demand means that an unbraced framing systems will have
the greatest potential for usage. With this in mind, AIBS has
incorporated the ATLSS Connector into an unbraced framing
system with as many cost-effective construction features as
possible. Listed below are some of the design and
construction features:
-Composite construction
-Designing with AISC's LRFD design code
-Fast track modular erection capability
-High performance steels
-Implementation of field bolting / shop welded
construction
-Improved tolerance allowance during construction
-Increased safety during erection
-Partially restrained connections
-Semi-automated and fully-automated erection capability
-Stability during erection
-Tubular columns
4
With this in mind, the best connection that was capable
of implementing all of these features was a Partially
Restrained Composite Connection (PRCC) as shown in Figure 1.2.
This connection was specifically designed and developed to
provide a very cost-efficient structural framing system for
low-rise unbraced buildings.
1.2 BACKGROUND
The ATLSS Connector is a three dimensional shear
connector that consists of two interlocking components. The
first, called the tenon, is a tapered slot that will be
lowered into the second member called a mortise. The mortise
has tapered slopes that match the slopes of the tenon. When
the two components are fully engaged in keystone coupling, the
wedging action provides proper seating for the beam end and
also helps prevent pullout during subsequent erection
activities. A single seating bolt permanently secures the
tenon against disengagement or uplift.
In a typical application, the mortise would be shop
welded to a column, and the tenon would be field bolted to the
end of a beam. During erection, as the beam is lowered into
place, the bottom of the tenon engages the top of the mortise.
From there, the mortise and tenon are self-guiding and self-
aligning. The erection crew need only get the members
positioned to an accuracy of approximately 20 ffiffi, rather than
5
the precise alignment required for the traditional bolted or
welded connections.
The AC was initially designed as a steel erection aid.
In later modifications, the concept was extended to designs
where the AC would be left in place permanently and act as a
shear connection. Currently, research is being extended to
the utilization of the AC in moment resistant connections. In
particular, this thesis discusses the research performed on
the development of a partially restrained composite connection
that uses the AC with tubular columns.
Partially restrained connections (also called Semi-Rigid)
have proven to be a cost effective design and construction
method for structural framing systems and are recognized by
most design specifications. Additional savings can further be
realized by the utilization of PRCCs in conjunction with
composite steel-concrete structures. This is because
significant stiffness and strength can be provided to the
joints. This is accomplished by simply taking advantage of
the already existing concrete floor and embedding reinforcing
bars (or mesh) into the concrete floor slab around the column.
Even further savings can be obtained with the introduction of
the AC's erection capability into the system. The connection
scheme shown in Fig. 1.2 shows this promising connection's
potential because of its simplicity while incorporating all of
the above mentioned design and construction considerations.
6
PRCCs offer an excellent alternative to using rigid
connections because they are less expensive than traditional
rigid connections, provide excellent rotational ductility and
effectively dissipate energy during seismic events. But only
a few structural engineers utilize them to their fullest
potential in designs. This is because most designers do not
possess what is considered to be advanced analysis and design
tools readily available in their offices. With the
introduction of high speed computers and better computer
programs, this will soon no longer be a major issue. Another
reason why PRCCs are not currently used is due to a lack of
accurate models that can easily predict the moment rotation
characteristics.
ACthehere,
and structural
concept presented
speedy erection,shear resistance,provides
In order for PRCC to become common in practice, reliable
models and simple techniques need to be developed so the
practicing engineer can quickly design a safe and economical
framing system. The research on PRCC was initiated recently,
and, at present, most PRCC moment rotation curves are obtained
by experimental curve fits. An excellent source on some
research that was performed in the past can be found in
references 11,17,38. This paper will be developing a simple
method to predict the PRCCs moment-rotation curves while
simplifying the design process for low-rise unbraced framing
systems.
For the connection
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stability during the erection process. The AC can also assist
in the moment resistance if it is placed it towards the upper
or lower portion of the beam web. In the type of PRCC
studied, the AC was placed toward the top in order to provide
an additional benefit in preventing the concrete from crushing
against the column flange for the occasion when extreme
resistance against positive moment is required. This issue
will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
The AC may prove ideal for use with HSS sections because
it can fit flush to any side or sides of the tube without the
need for additional attachment plates. Improvements in
detailing can immediately be appreciated when comparing them
to conventional connection detailing with HSS which is
considered to be very cumbersome and costly. Some of the
conventional connection details are shown in Fig. 1.4 and the
proposed connection is shown in Fig. 1.5. In addition to the
improved aesthetics that HSS provide, they have excellent
radii of gyration in both directions, superior torsional
resistance over wide flange columns and excellent resistance
against connection panel shear deformation are just some of
the advantages that hollow sections provide.
Huck International has recently introduced a new type of
fastener, the Twist-Off Blind Bolt (TBB) that is designed to
meet the tensile strength and requirements of the A325 Bolt
Specification [71]. Blind bolts can be effectively used in
structural joints that have limited access to one side only.
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Blind Bolting is now being considered to be a practical and
economical alternative for joining of tubular columns together
and joining tubular columns-to-wide flange beams.
The use of Blind Bolts in construction gives tubular
columns the flexibility required to maintain the shop-welded
/ field-bolted erection concept. Finally, the installation
procedure that the bolts undergo gives the PRCC an additional
tolerance benefit during construction. This topic is
discussed further in Chapter 4.
Each individual component of the PRCC was carefully
selected because of their fit, form, and function. The fit,
form, and function criteria was based on the need to best fit
the design concept that was discussed earlier in this chapter.
The sequence of construction and the role each structural
component plays will be discussed in Chapter 4.
1.3 RESEARCH TRACK
The research associated with the development of the
partially restrained composite connection that utilizes the
ATLSS Connector on tubular columns was divided into 4 main and
interrelated topics:
Chapter 2 - LOCAL CONNECTION BEHAVIOR
Chapter 3 - ANALYTICAL MODELING
Chapter 4 - PROTOTYPE DESIGN
Chapter 5 CRUCIFORM EXPERIMENTATION
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1.3.1 LOCAL CONNECTION BEHAVIOR
Chapter 2, titled "LOCAL CONNECTION BEHAVIOR" will
conduct a local parametric study with a focus on the
behavioral characteristics of the AC attached to varying tube
wall thicknesses while being subjected to various local
loading conditions (shear, tension, compression, and moment) .
This chapter's main goal is to investigate the performance of
the subassemblies as the tubular column's wall thicknesses
vary. The mechanical properties such as: stiffness, strength,
seating of the AC, and the mode of failure will be
experimentally tested and evaluated. By knowing the
performance of the local subassemblies under various loading
conditions, some general guidelines can be provided to assist
in the development of a PRCC.
1.3.2 ANALYTICAL MODELING
Chapter 3, titled "ANALYTICAL MODELING", discusses the
mathematical models used to design and evaluate the proposed
PRCC. The experimentation that was conducted in Chapters 2
and 5 are referenced in the development of the models used to
predict the behavior of the PRCCs subassemblies. Finally,
guidelines are given for the simple design procedure used in
Chapter 4.
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1.3.3 PROTOTYPE DESIGN
Chapter 4, titled "PROTOTYPE DESIGN", demonstrates how an
unbraced low-rise prototype building was designed in
accordance to current codes. The design procedure and checks
developed in Chapter 3 was used to design the prototype
building from which the cruciform specimens were built to and
tested in Chapter 5. Finally, a proposed construction
sequence is presented.
1.3.4 CRUCIFORM EXPERIMENTATION
Chapter 5, titled "CRUCIFORM EXPERIMENTATION", covers two
experiments (monotonic gravity and cyclic) on a scaled down
interior partially restrained composite connection that was
taken from the prototype building designed in Chapter 4. The
specimens were fabricated in the manner that would best
simulate actual fabrication processes used in field
construction.
1.4 TASK OBJECTIVES
The objective of this research project is to study the
characteristics of a partially restrained composite connection
that incorporates the use of the ATLSS Connector with tubular
columns. The load deformation relationships, strength,
stiffness and ductility characteristics of the PRCC when
subjected to various loading parameters will be reported.
Practical analytical models will be developed that will assist
11
the practicing engineer in the design of a PRCC that uses the
AC with tubular columns.
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CHAPTER 2
LOCAL CONNECTION BEHAVIOR
2.1 BACKGROUND
The ATLSS Connector was primarily designed as a shear
connector that can significantly reduce the time it takes to
erect steel framing structures. The ultimate goal of ATLSS
Integrated Building Systems Project is to develop a family of
ACs that can provide a safe and cost effective means to erect
steel structures. This research project focused on the
development of a partially restrained composite connection
while utilizing the AC with tubular columns.
In the progression of this project , it was believed that
each individual component that makes up the PRec had its own
inherent engineering properties on a local level. These
local engineering properties consisted of both stiffness and
strength. When combined with the other local connection
components, they could be utilized to develop an analytical
model that can give reasonable design approximations as to
the global connection behavior.
In order to obtain the initial building blocks for this
connection modeling concept, a local parametric study needed
to be conducted in order to obtain the AC's behavior on
structural hollow tubes of various wall thicknesses. All the
hollow structural shapes (HSS) used in this program were 203
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rom x 203 mm square and had wall thicknesses that varied as
follows: 4.8 rom, 6.4 mm, 8 rom, and 9.5 mm. The tubes were
all fabricated in accordance to ASTM A 500-89 "Grade-B".
These sizes were chosen because of the diverse response
spectrum that each member could provide (ie. from a slender
to compact sections), and also because of industries current
acceptance and utilization of this grade of material. The
203 mm dimension suited the width of the overall flutes
dimension of the AC. Because the width of the AC is
comparatively close to that of the tubes flange width, a good
structural load path will be developed, thus minimizing the
chord face yielding mechanism.
2 . 2 OBJECTIVE
An experimental investigation has been carried out to
study the local behavior of the ATLSS Connector when attached
to tubular columns while being subjected to various applied
load effects such as: shear, tension, compression, and
moment. This exploratory ,experimental program will provide
some basic guidelines as to the performance of the local
subassembly. The information gathered here will then be used
to assist in the development of a partially restrained
composite connection.
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2.3 ATLSS CONNECTOR
2.3.1 CONCEPT
The ATLSS Connector is a self-guiding, self-aligning
shear connection. The connector will provide steel erectors
a means to assemble structural framing modules by both
automated and semi-automated construction methods. The AC
concept utilizes two interlocking components. The first
member, called the "Tenon" (field bolted to beam), has
tapered slopes that match the slopes of the second member
called the "Mortise" (shop welded to column). The connectors
are currently being cast using high strength-low alloy steels
(HSLA) . It is believed that by mass producing and
standardizing the connectors, an economical connection scheme
can be developed for the construction industry.
The connector allows for misalignment during the
construction process by guiding the tenon to proper seating
once the tenon has engaged the mortise. This erection
concept is called "keystone coupling", and was adopted as the
preferred design because of its superior erection features
and beneficial wedging action. Final adjustments for
tolerances are accommodated by the introduction of slotted
bolt holes in the tenon, where only final tightening of the
fasteners is required. The AC concept needed to be designed
in such a manner that the tenon could not jam or catch on the
mortise during. engagement, nor pullout after it has been
engaged.
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The choice of using tapered side slopes and a seating
bolt provided the solutions needed to address these design
considerations. The tapered side slope features on both the
tenon and mortise promote a positive wedging engagement so
that pullout during erection is minimized, while promoting
the self-guiding, self-aligning features. The seating bolt
was included at the bottom of the connector to assure
positive restraint against disengagement during and after
construction. Finally, use of the connector can promote
structural stability during construction operations, thus
reducing the cost of providing temporary bracing and other
associated equipment.
2.3.2 MATERIAL
Experimental prototype ACs are currently being cast
using high strength low alloy steel with a yielding strength
of 550 MPa. This material is proving to be a good candidate
for the AC because of the high strength, excellent ductility,
and good fracture toughness. This material is also very
weldable and does not require any preheating when welded to
commonly used steels such as A36 and A572 (under normal
conditions). Evaluation of the weldability of the castings
was made by using the Carbon Equivalent (Ceq) rating developed
by the American Welding Society [Ref 73]. Usually Ceq between
0.2 and 0.5 are acceptable for welding without preheating.
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C =C+ Mn + Cr+Mo+ V+ Ni+Cu
eq 6 5 15
(2-1)
Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 shows the typical chemical and
mechanical properties for some of the ACs used in this test
program.
A single pass-all around fillet weld was used to attach
the mortise to the tubular column. The size of the fillet
weld was dependant of the size and strength of the tube in
order to develop a 100% weld efficiency. In general, the
weld size was 8 mm or less using a flux core arc welding
process using an AWS E70 electrode. The location near the
mouth of the mortise was restricted to using a 6 mm fillet to
allow for the tenon to slide past the mortise for engagement.
Liquid penetrate testing was performed on a few specimens at
7 days and 24 hours after the test to see if any flaws could
be identified. No flaws were noticed before and after the
specimen test and there was no failure evident throughout any
of the welds.
2 . 4 EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROGRAM
The local parametric test program was designed to
evaluate the local connection subassemblies behavior of the
AC when attached to tubular columns. In order to accomplish
this task, tubular columns of varying wall thicknesses-were
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used and subjected to 4 different types of loading that
induced shear, tension, compression and moment. There was a
total of 16 local tests performed. There was four different
loadings applied (shear, tension, compression, and moment),
and each test varied the wall thickness of the tubes (203 rom
x 203 rom x (4.8, 6.4, 8, and 9.5 rom). Table 2.4 shows the
mechanical properties of both the tubes and the ACs used in
this test program.
In order to properly assess the behavior of the
subassemblies under different loads, it was essential to
apply a pure load (when possible) in order to avoid any
coupled load effects. Discussed later in this chapter are
the test setups used for each series of parametric testing.
The subassembly performance for each case was considered
to be a necessary building block in the development of
analytical and empirical models that could predict the
behavior of similar subassemblies. It was believed that the
strength and stiffness would vary as the attachment system
varied, and by experimental determining these conditions, one
could develop some basic guidelines and models. These models
would then be used to assist in the development and design of
a partially restrained composite connection. This Chapter
discusses the local experimental program and behavior, and
Chapters 3 and 4 will utilize some of the analytical models
developed here as an illustrative design procedure for the
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development of an unbraced structural framing system that
utilizes PRCCs.
2.5 SHEAR TEST
2.5.1 TEST OVERVIEW
One of the primary functions of the ATLSS Connector is
to develop the required shear force needed to resist the
factored floor gravity dead and live loads. The shear test
was designed to evaluate the performance of the AC when
subjected to pure shear loading. Photo 2.1 and Fig. 2.1
shows a typical setup for this test and how the forces are
transmitted. Figure 2.1 also shows the location of the
strain gages and linear variable displacement transducers
(LVDTs) .
The shear specimens were designed to apply a doubly
symmetrical shear loading by attaching two ACs on opposites
sides of a tubular column. The total load applied was then
assumed to be equally distributed between the two connectors.
Thus the average shear load is reported.
Once the specimen was placed in the test fixture, the
seating bolt was pretensioned to approximately 40 kN for all
four specimens. The four 3/4" A-325 bolts were then
pretensioned to 70% of their minimum tensile strength using
a calibrated torque wrench as discussed by Rosa [76]. The
bolts were torqued from the stiffest portion of the tenon to
the most flexible in a sequential order, first to 271 kN-mm,
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then to a final pretensioning of 522 kN-mm. The procedure
used during the shear test was divided into 3 specific parts
that were used to determine the structural behavior
characteristics, as discussed below.
1) The first loading segment applied approximately 40
kN to each connector to ensure proper engagement. This also
would show any additional seating between the tenon and the
mortise if it was to occur.
2) The second segment of the test applied a
predetermined elastic load that would provide data as to the
subassembly's stiffness and memory capability. This was
performed to see if the AC loading memory was maintained
during repeated loading and it also provided some seating
information.
3) The final segment was displacement controlled and
continued up to and slightly past the ultimate capacity of
the subassembly. The information obtained at this stage
consisted of the elastic yield limit and ultimate strength of
the system. It also showed the failure modes, which is shown
in Fig. 2.2 and Photo 2.2.
2.5.2 SEATING
During the installation of the connectors, the seating
bolts were pretensioned intentionally lower than current code
specified value of 53.4 kN (53.4 kN is 70% of the maximum
tensile strength according to Ref. 29) in order to provide
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additional seating data throughout the test. The use of an
initial pretensioning eliminated any gap between the tenon
and mortise. This procedure assured a direct transfer of
load at the beginning of the test.
All the subassemblies exhibited basically the same
initial pretensioning behavior. When the tenon was drawn
into the mortise via pretensioning of the seating bolt, the
internal contact forces (induced by wedging action between
the tenon and mortise) were introduced into the Connector
itself. As the external load was applied, the Connector did
not undergo any large additional seating until the externally
applied force exceeded the internally stored contact forces
developed by the pretensioning of the seating bolt. This
behavior is illustrated in the load vs. displacement plots of
Figs. 2.3, 2.6, 2.9, and 2.12. When the externally applied
load exceeded the internal contact forces, the relative
movement between the tenon and mortise would result. The
above mentioned figures show that minimal elastic deformation
will occur when the applied load is below the seating bolts
pretensioned load. This concept of pretensioning a
connection is consistent with current and accepted theories
[ 4 7] .
In the design of the prototype PRCC, the relative
movement that occurred between the tenon and mortise is
addressed in construction sequence (Chapter 4). The technique
used would simply require the erector to apply a
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pretensioning force equal to the service live load and
remaining service dead load that is not currently being
applied while construction is still being performed. This
pretensioning would be performed while the concrete has just
been poured and has not hardened. This will ensure that the
AC will resist most of the externally applied shearing forces
during the service of the structure. This procedure will
also minimize any additional shearing forces from being
transferred to other connection elements if seating was to
occur.
The subassemblies all exhibited a seating stiffness that
was close to 50 kN/mm. The tube seating stiffness for the
following tubes: 203 mm x 203 mm x (9.5, 8, 6.4, and 4.8) mm
is approximately 60 kN/mm, 50 kN/mm, 47 kN/mm, and 43 kN/mm
respectively. The descending stiffness shows a direct
correlation to the decreasing wall thicknesses of the tubes.
The slight variation in seating stiffness can be neglected if
the suggested pretensioning procedure for the seating bolt is
performed.
2.5.3 LOCAL SHEAR BEHAVIOR
The 8 mm and 9.5 mm tubes, were capable of developing
the full strength needed to resist the ultimate shearing load
of the AC without exhibiting any deformation in the tubes
themselves. The failure mechanism for these tubes was shear
yielding through the tenon arms of the AC.
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The elastic strength (P E) is defined here as the load at
which no significant softening is observed in the
subassembly's load-deflection curve. The PE for the 8 mm
tube was found to be equal to 240 kN, while equal to 260 kN
for the 9.5 mm tube. The ultimate shearing capacity was
found to be 375 kN and 400 kN for the 8 mm and 9.5 mm
respectively.
The two thinner tubes (4.8 mm and 6.4 mm) exhibited
local chord face deformation. The 4.8 mm tube started to
show visible indications of chord face deformation around 150
kN and reached an ultimate shear capacity of 320 kN. While
the 6.4 mm tube showed signs of deformation, this occurred
only after the tenon arms began to yield and underwent strain
hardening. The 6.4 mm chord face deformation was mainly
elastic, and as the tenon arms began to yield in shear, the
chord face of the tube returned to its nearly undeformed
shape (slight permanent set was noticed). The elastic
strength of the 6.4 mm tube was 250 kN and its ultimate
strength was 375 kN. The 6.4 mm tube's ultimate capacity was
the same as the thicker tubes (8 mm and 9.5 mm). A summary
of the results is shown in Table 2.5. It should be noted
here that all the Connectors used in the parametric shear
tests were cast and treated using similar material
compositions and heat treating processes (shown in Table
2.4) .
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It was apparent from the test results, that the ultimate
shear strength for the 3 thicker tubes (9.5, 8, and 6.4) was
primarily controlled by the tenon's web arms yielding in
shear if the tube wall was capable of developing the required
chord face strength. The shear strength of the ACs tenon
arms was defined by the following 2 equations where Eq. (2-2)
predicts the shear yielding and Eq. (2-3) predicts the shear
fracture:
v = A tenonF YAC
sAC {3 (2-2)
(2-3)
The local chord face yielding for the thinner column was
believed to be precipitated by the contact forces on the back
sloped surface of the AC in a direction that acts normal to
the chord face of the tube. It was apparent from the test
results that the AC rotated about a line parallel to the
upper flutes of the mortise as shown in Fig. 2.2. Using the
equilibrium model proposed by Fleischman [79], a mathematical
model that correlates the ultimate capacity of the tube
chord's face to the applied shearing force was developed.
According to the equilibrium model, the horizontal
compressive contact back force due to shear loading, is a
function of the geometry and the coefficient of friction
(sliding is assumed). Briefly shown here are the equations
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used to determine the relationship between applied shear
force and the contact force on the back slope of the mortise:
(2-4)
(2-5)
(2-6)
(2-7)
(2-8)
The following coefficients shown are material and
geometric related properties. These properties are specific
for the connector used in the parametric study.
~ = coefficient of friction of casting (0.5
experimentally determined) .
e = return angle of 45° for the AC tested.
~s = side taper slope 6: 1 equals 9.46°.
~b = back taper slope 19: 1 equals 3.01°.
a = orientation of the side friction force.
A,r are geometric constants.
d = distance from the mid-height of the mortise's
upper flutes to the center of the tenon (33mm).
For this particular connector, the back slope force
(Nb ) was found to be equal to O. 683VAPPLIED.
The contact force normal to the back slope can now be
determined using Eq. (2-8) . The force normal to the chord
face of the tube is simply a function of the angle between
the tube and the back slope of the mortise as shown in Eq. (2-
9). This force (HAc) is assumed to act at the mid-height of
the tenon and equal to:
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(2-9)
The induced moment acting on the chord face can now be
assumed to be equal to HAC times the distance from the
mortise's upper flutes to the center of the tenon (d).
MapPlied=d~VVapPlieePOS<Pb (2-10)
The moment capacity of the tubes chord face was
determined by Eq. (2-14) . By equating the ultimate moment
capacity of the chord face (5.9 kN-m, for the 4.8mm tube) to
the shear force applied, a corresponding shear capacity can
be obtained. For this case, the ultimate load PULT was
determined to be equal to 258 kN. The moment Eq. (2-14) is
only a conservative approximation. The elastic load capacity
can be assumed to be roughly equal to 2/3 of the ultimate
capacity (PE=172 kN). The value of 2/3 is arrived at
because the shape factor is roughly 2/3 when one compares the
elastic section modulus to the plastic section modulus of the
tube surface.
The same procedure was applied to the 6.4 mm tube and
the moment capacity was found to be 11.4 kN-m. The Vapplied
required to form the chord face yielding was 501 kN. This
chord face yielding is an ultimate strength state. Taking
2/3 of 501 kN provides a rough estimation to the elastic
strength (P E ) of the chord face (equal to 334 kN). This
prediction is a rough estimate predict as to when the first
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initial yielding or softening of the system will begin to
occur. This prediction reflected well to what occurred in
the experiment. As the AC began to start yielding around the
300 kN (determined from Fig. 2.7 and 2.8). Small
deformations in the chord face were noticeable but as the
load was continually increased, the tenon began to yield in
shear. The maximum value obtained was 375 kN and failed in
shear. As the tenon began to yield, the chord face of the
tube elastically rebounded with a slight permanent set of
chord face deformation. A comparison of the shear vs.
displacement for all the local shear tests is shown in Fig.
2.65.
2.6 COMPRESSION TEST
2.6.1 TEST OVERVIEW
The main objective of this test was to experimentally
determine the strength and stiffness of the subassemblies
when subjected to compressive loading, and to see how the
variation in the tube walls affect the compressive
performance of the subassemblies. Finally, the behavior of
the mortise's back side when attached to the chord face of
the tube was investigate to determine if the AC attachment
would act as a local doubler plate directly behind the tenon.
Figures 2.15 and 2.16 show the typical test set up and
instrumentation scheme used for this test. Photos 2.3 and
2.4 show the test fixture and mode of failure respectfully.
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The loading procedure used in the compression test was
similar to that used in the shear test with the exception
that the seating bolt was pretensioned to approximately 70%
of the specified minimum tensile strength of the bolts as
specified in current codes.
The main objectives in this test was to experimentally
determine the strength and stiffness of the subassemblies
when subjected to compressive loading, and to see how the
variation in the tube walls affect the compressive
performance of the subassemblies. Finally, the behavior of
the mortise's back side when attached to the chord face of
the tube was investigate to determine if the AC attachment
would act as a local doubler plate directly behind the tenon.
2.6.2 LOCAL COMPRESSION BEHAVIOR
Under load all the compression specimens experienced
high local tube stresses near the upper flutes of the
mortise. The high local stresses were due to the forces
being transferred to the stiffest part of the subassembly.
During the application of the compressive load, no separation
occurred between the tenon and the mortise noticed. Photo
2.4 shows a typical compressive yield mechanism. An
important aspect of this photo is that the mortise and tube
remained in firm contact. This behavior reflects the local
stiffening (commonly referred to as a "doubler plate") of the
chord face below the projected area of the mortise. This
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photo also shows the initial yielding around the flutes and
how the compressive loading made the arms of the mortise grab
the tenon more firmly as the load was increased. This
beneficial local stiffening could possibly eliminate the need
for reinforcing plates.
Figure 2.66 shows a comparison of the load vs.
displacement for the four specimens tested. The results have
been summarized and are shown in Table 2.6. For the thicker
tubular sections tested (6.4 mm,8 mm, and 9.5 mm), the
overall yielding occurred in the tube, near the upper and
lower flutes of the mortise. The earliest signs of yielding
was noticed in the tube near the region next to the upper
flutes of the mortise. Later, as the load was increased, a
distance of tube equal to approximately the mortises height
(equal to d 3 ) began to yield.
The mathematical model that predicts the capacity of a
subassembly with similar geometry as tested here, is the
shearing along the full length of the edge height of the
mortise.
behavior:
Equation (2-11) (same as Eq. (3-5) describes this
(2-11)
Where NAC is the predicted compressive strength of the
subassembly (assuming the tenon arms can develop the force),
D3 is the height of the mortise, to is the thickness of the
tube wall, Fytube is the tensile yield strength of the tube
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adjacent to the mortise. This equation should be used only
for the geometric parameter tested here due to test
parameters being limited to a specific mortise-to-tube width
ratios.
The failure mode for the 203 mm x 203 mm x 4.8 mm tube
was buckling of the side walls. A rough model used to
predict this complicated mode of failure is described below.
1) Assume the tubes slenderness ratio (KL/r) is equal
to 3.46 (ho/t0-2) (Ref. 49, p. 69) .
2) Determine the columns slenderness parameter ACt
where Ac= (KL/r1t) (FYTUBE/E) 0.5 (Eq. (E2-4) from Ref.
29) .
3) If Ac > 1.5, let FCR=(.877/Ac2)FYTUBE' (Eq. (E2-3) from
Ref. 29).
4) If Ac ~ 1.5, let FCR=(0.658(AC)'2)FYTUBE' (Eq. (E2-2)
from Ref. 29).
5) Determine the compressive capacity in accordance to
Eq. (2-12) shown below.
(2-12)
Where NAc is the compressive strength of the AC (kN) , h o
is the height of the tube (203 mm), FCR is the critical
area of concern with assumed 450 line of projection.
The predicted load for the 203 mm x 203 mm x 4.8 mm tube
was 178 kN (437 kN for the 6.4 mm tube).
A comparative plot that shows the compressive stiffness
of the four subassemblages is shown in Fig. 2.66. The
initial stiffness for the 9.5 mm, 8 mm, 6.4 mm, and 4.8 rom
compressive subassemblies are 93 kN/mm, 92 kN/mm, 68 kN/mm,
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and 50 kN/mm, respectively. The elastic strength (just prior
to any significant softening) and the ultimate strength are
shown in Table 2.6. It appears that as the tube walls become
thicker, the stiffness of the subassembly is beginning to
approach the stiffness of the AC on a rigid base. This would
be analogous to having a rigid spring in series with a
flexible spring, the flexible spring will dominate the
overall stiffness of the spring system. Conversely, as the
tube wall becomes thinner, the subassembly spring stiffness
will become less stiff. Further research needs to be
performed to identify the threshold point when and how this
change in behavior occurs.
2.7 TENSION TEST
2.7.1 TEST OVERVIEW
The tension test was designed to evaluate the
performance of the connector and tube assembly when subjected
to pure tension." The main objectives in this test program
was to experimentally determine the stiffness, elastic limit,
and the ultimate strength of the subassembly with varying
tube wall thicknesses.
The test procedures used in the tension test were
similar to that used in the compression test. Figures 2.33
and 2.34"" shol:'!:~ the __typicaLtest-set.up---anEi-ionst-r-ument--a"t-i-Gn-----
scheme. Photo 2.5 shows the typical test fixture used and
Photo 2.6 shows the tensile mode of failure.
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2.7.2 LOCAL TENSION BEHAVIOR
As the tensile load was applied, the tenon will exert
additional contact forces (in addition to the wedging caused
by pretensioning) to the arms of the mortise, while reducing
the contact force at the back slope of the mortise. This
action caused the arms to open outward. Resistance to this
phenomena was provided by the tube and mortise seat, and the
ultimate capacity of the subassembly was directly related to
the thickness of the tubes wall. As the tube thickness
increased, the stiffness and strength would increase. This
variation is shown on the comparison plot in Fig. 2.67. The
results are summarized in Table 2.7.
The overall strength of the subassemblies tested can be
approximated by modifying a tube-to-tube yield line model
developed by Packer [49]. The resulting equation takes into
account the geometric parameters of the mortise. The
equation developed below predicts the ultimate load (which
was dominated by chord face yielding) fairly well for the 8
mm and 9.5 rom tubes. The equation is also valid for the
thinner tubes (4.8 rom and 6.4 rom), where the initiation of
failure is predicted. For the thinner tubes, additional
post yield strength was provided due to the side walls moving
inward and changing the load pattern from an initial bending
'"I---------res-i-stance to a deforrrre-ct tensile resistance. Tnls 15eliavl'--:o~r=------
occurred only after the onset of the chord face yielding of
the tube. This phenomena is illustrated in Photo 2.6, and
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explains the near equal ultimate capacity for the 6.4 mm and
8 mm shown in Fig. 2.67.
Equation 2-13 shows the modified formula and the
geometric parameters are illustrated in Fig. 2.34:
(2-13)
A summary of the test results and predictions are shown
in Table 2.7.
The placement of the instrumentation facilitated the
measuring of the relative separation between mortise and the
tenon (separation measurement = LVDT D7 - LVDT D2). This
separation behavior occurred even at low loading. The load
vs. displacement curve also shows that the system did remain
elastic until the side walls (locally, near the flutes) of
the tube began to yield, which was followed by the chord face
yielding of the tube (for example see Figs. 2.35, 2.37, and
2.38) .
This separation phenomena should be researched further
with investigation focusing on the coupling effects
(interaction influences from simultaneously acting loads) of
shear and tension. It is believed that the reduction in
contact surface force during separation (possibly even
shear capacjty~~~--------
AC and could possibly redistribute the connection shear
forces to adjacent connecting elements (ie. clip angles).
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Therefore, it was important to identify the elastic limit
state of each subassembly. By knowing this limit state, it
may be possible to avoid any load redistributing with use of
an allowable interaction equation.
2.8 MOMENT TEST
2.8.1 TEST OVERVIEW
The moment test was designed to experimentally determine
the local behavior of the connector with tubular columns when
subjected to bending moment. The test consisted of testing
4 specimens with same varying tube well thicknesses as
discussed above. Figure 2.51 shows the setup utilized for
this program and Fig. 2.52 illustrates how the
instrumentation was arranged. Photo 2.7 shows a typical test
at large deformation.
The test program was divided into 3 phases: 1) Initial
Loading, 2) Elastic Loading, and 3) Test to Failure.
The initial loading phase of the test program was used
to check the instrumentation and to verify communication
between the computer control and the specimen. In the second
phase of the test program the specimen was loaded to
approximately 50% of the assumed initial yield. This phase
of the test was used to evaluate the memory capability of the
connec Finally, the t~7d~pnlr.la~s~ecr----------
of the test program was used to evaluate the initial yield,
initial stiffness, and ultimate strength.
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2.8.2 LOCAL MOMENT BEHAVIOR
When the compact tubular sections (6.4 rom, 8 mm, and 9.5
mm) were subjected to moment, they all exhibited the same
basic behavior. The initial stiffness for compact sections
was 320 kN-mm/mRad, 400 kN-mm/mRad, and 500 kN-mm/mRad
respectively. Each of the three specimens failed by necking
in the AC.
The load vs. displacement for each of these graphs shows
the same value of initial yielding at the AC. Once they
began to yield, the four 3/4" A325 bolts the web began to
lose their pretensioning, thus allowing the connector to slip
gradually (losing moment) until the bolts began to bear
against the web of the beam. This slippage occurred
immediately after the tenon began to yield and continued
around 25 mRads to 40 mRads. Once the bolts stopped
slipping, yielding of the tenon resumed.
At approximately 125 mRads, the web of the beam began to
bear against the tenon. At this point the load was
transferred to the chord face of the tube which changed the
subassembly's moment rotation characteristics.
The 4.8mm tube (slender column) exhibited local chord
face yielding early in the test program. Figure 2.53 shows
the systems-moment rotation characteristics. The failure
mechanism used to approximate the ultimate moment capacity is
similar to that developed by Wardenier [Ref. 49, P .135]. This
model was based on a tube-to-tube connection and did not
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include the effects of strain hardening. The modification
involved averaging the mortise width to tube width; it is
shown in Eq. (2-14) . This equation can be used to give a
fairly good approximation to the ultimate moment capacity.
2.9 REMARKS
1- (2-14)
The parametric test program performed should be
considered as an exploratory study and the various equations
developed can be used to estimate the strength of the
subassemblies. The equations developed give good predictions
of the capacity of the subassemblies, but the use of them
should be limited to the geometries of the subassemblies
tested. Further research should be performed on tubes of
different sizes, and also subjected to interactive loading in
order to further understand the behavior of the
subassemblies.
For completeness of this report, an additional amount of
figures have been included which were used to monitor the
strains and displacements. These figures were used to
evaluate the specimens for varying load applications. The
data provided could be used by future rJ~searche-r-s-.------F'tH?-------
I-----~---~------------
example, a finite element model could be developed which
could utilize the results with verification.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYTICAL MODELING
3. 1 OVERVIEW
This chapter discusses the analyticallflodels that were
developed and researched as an engineering design tool for a
partially restrained composite connection (PRCC) that uses
the ATLSS Connector with tubular columns. The focus will
primarily be on the behavior of an unbraced gravity loaded,
low-rise structural framing system. In addition, practical
design procedures are provided to serve as a guide in the
development of a PRCC.
The behavior and benefits of using a PRCC are first
discussed so that the PRCC system is understood and
appreciated, then the approaches used to model the connection
are reviewed. All the techniques mentioned here are utilized
in Chapter 4, in the design of a low-rise prototype building
in accordance to current codes.
3.2 INTRODUCTION
Traditional engineering practice has been to design a
building with the assumption that the connections are acting
either fixed or simple. The fixed assum tio~e~a~d~t~o~a~ __
non-conservative assessment of the sway of the structure,
because the model leads to an underestimation of the
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flexibility. This reduced deflection would then produce
smaller than the actual second order effects. Conversely, if
the connection is assumed to be simple there will be an
overconservative estimation of the frame strength. This
simplification has not allowed the practicing engineer to
take full advantage of the benefits provided by partially
restrained connections (semi-rigid).
Recent studies have shown that partially restrained
connections with simple detailing can provide a cost
effective structural framing system [39]. Additional savings
can be obtained if the girder is made composite, and just by
simply placing reinforcing steel into the concrete slab
around the column, a partially restrained composite
connections (PRCC) is created. This simple and easy to erect
structural system can provide a very cost effective
structural framing system. In order for PRce to be
implemented in current construction industry, three important
issues need to be addressed: cost, reliability, and
simplification.
The reduction in the cost of construction has already
been proven to provide savings. Second, reliable models need
to be developed that can predict accurately the performance
of a PRCC. Finally, the model s developed must .he-.s~·lDfLL.E~-----i
enough so that the design can be accomplished with minimal
use of a computer and easy to understand by the practicing
engineer.
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Connections are typically classified as: simple,
partially restrained, or fixed. This classification is
determined by the connection stiffness at its serviceability
limit state. The connection performance is also dependent on
the systems loading and beam properties. Therefore, the
classification of a standard detail could very well change
due to various types of changes occurring in the framing,
although this may be minor in most cases.
In general, fixed connections are typically categorized
by having its connection fixity being capable of developing
more than 90% of the beam's fixed end moment while a simple
connection will transfer less than 20%. Thus the fixity of
PR connections will vary between 20% and 90% [74]. As a
final note on connection classification, it has been shown
that nearly all connections do not satisfy the criteria
needed to be classified as simple or fixed. This final
observation then leads one to understand that when designing
a structural frame using PR connections, the practicing
engineer should utilize the properties of PR connections In
their designs if they want to design economically.
In general, there are two important issues that need to
be considered when designing a PR connection. They are the
strength and stiffness. It is commonly acceptable during the
serviceability state to assume that the connection stiffness
performs linear and the secant stiffness (Kconn=Mser/8ser) from
beam line theory is used. The use of secant stiffness of the
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connections is a safe approximation to the connection
behavior in calculating the stability of the frame as long as
the ultimate moment capacity of the connection is not assumed
to be greater than the point of intersection of the secant
stiffness with the actual moment-rotation characteristic.
Zoetemeijer gives an excellent description for the safe usage
of the secant stiffness and can be found in [Ref. 24]. The
connection design philosophy in this chapter requires that
the connection be designed for a minimum strength of Mp of
the steel beam. The concept predicts a minimal strength of
the connection and can accurately predict yielding to occur
either in the beam or in the connection while the column will
be sufficiently stiffened locally so that a strong-column
weak beam concept is maintained.
The second issue is the ultimate strength of a
connection (~conn) This should be related to its ultimate
plastic moment capacity that the connection can develop while
holding the load. This ultimate plastic moment capacity will
most likely occur when the connection has rotated
significantly into the inelastic range.
The benefits that a PRCC can provide is best
demonstrated by using a simple example as shown in Table 3.1
for the elastic service range. The single span beam is
- uniformly lbaded-and~asportially-restrainedconnection at
both ends. Both connections are assumed to have an equal
degrees of connection fixity. Table 3.1 shows how the
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performance of the beam changes with the fixity. As
illustrated in the table, the most economical girder choice
for a steel beam would be when the connection fixity is 75%
because the moment at the center span and ends are the same.
As the connection fixity decreases, the beam begins to
approach the behavior of a simple beam. The moment at the
center is increasing while the moment at the ends is
decreasing. Conversely, it can be seen that when the
connection fixity increases, the beam end moments will
increase and the mid spans moment will decrease. If a
connection is designed exactly for the moments and a specific
fixity, it is possible that the beam will yield if the
connection fixity is slightly different than designed for.
This does not imply failure but rather a redistribution of
the bending moment because of the changing systems
performance. This situation is commonly remedied by simply
designing the connection for less fixity and slightly over
designing the steel beam. Another remedy would be to simply
design the structural system in accordance to LRFD's plastic
design procedures. Plastic design will provide the most
economical design for composite systems using PRCCs.
Composite beams, just by their very nature, are ideal
for PRCC because of their inherent composite action. When
they are subjected to positive moment, the beam will act
compositely which provides an increase in strength and
stiffness. When they are subjected to negative moment, the
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beam noncomposite strength and stiffness is less but well
known like its all steel counterpart.
This behavior is important because it means that the
exact value of connection fixity is not critical because the
redistribution of forces can easily be accommodated. For
example, if a connection is designed with a fixity in the
range between 50% and 75%, and the connection stiffness is on
the low end, the moment will be redistributed to the center
of the beam. This redistribution should not adversely effect
the beam, because it is much stronger in positive bending.
If the connection over rotates slightly and experience local
yielding, the residual strains in the system will help keep
the connection behavior linear during periods of unloading
within the service range.
The development of a complete mechanism is not probable
when looking at the ultimate plastic state because the
strength of the beam in positive moment (which is a function
of the number of shear studs provided) is much stronger, and
which was initially designed for lower moments due to the
amount of designed fixity. This assumes that there will not
be any any additional gravity loading applied to the system.
This also assumes that the over rotating is due to severe
lateral loading and the ultimate capacity of the building
would be a sway mechanism [74]. Therefore, a beam mechanism
is not likely to be the failure mechanism because only two
hinges have formed where three hinges are required.to.form a
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collapse mechanism. This also assumes that the shear studs
are sufficiently placed to increase the strength.
Conversely, if the connection is stiffer, the moment in the
middle will decrease and will be distributed to the
connection end for an elastic shakedown. Once again, the
collapse mechanism can not occur because the loading in the
middle is decreasing and three hinges is required to form a
complete mechanism.
It can now be seen that a connection should be designed
at service loading with its fixity in the range between 50% -
75% to acquire an economic framing system, and that knowing
a exact secant stiffness is not critical. All that is needed
is a slightly conservative model that gives a reasonable
estimate as to the performance of the connection. In
addition, the connection strength in this system should be
close to that of the steel beam's ultimate capacity. As a
closing comment, PRCC is inherently ductile and they can
easily provide the required rotational demand to the system
if the connection is overloaded. These inherent features
make a PRCC system very attractive if the design process can
be made simple.
·3.3 GLOBAL ANALYTICAL MODELING
The design technique proposed here was specifically_
developed for a PRCC that utilizes tubular columns with the
ATLSS Conriec"tor. It was initially intended at the outset
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that a quick design technique using a computer to aid the
designer could be incorporated in this process. Many of the
concepts presented here can be incorporated as a generic
design procedure. This section first discusses the
techniques used to design the connection on a global
behavior, then local checks were utilized to check the
connection for local strength and serviceability.
3.3.1 GLOBAL DESIGN
The design process detailed here assumes that the
connection stiffnesses are the same at both ends of the beam
and that the beam is uniformly loaded. The angle of rotation
at the end is defined by the following equation [43]:
w
L
EI
, o,
- --
i,
(3-1 )
Introducing the nondimensional Joint Factor,
j= (EI) / (LKcoNN)' and setting the initia,l boundary conditions
to zero (fixed, 8 a= 0). The moment at the connection can be
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easily solved for the fixed-end moments, giving the following
result:
WL 2 1M =-M =-----
a b 12 1 +2j (3-2)
With Eq. (3-2), a graph that depicts the beam end moment
vs. the joint factor can be plotted as shown in Fig. 3-1.
Figure 3-2, taken from Ref. 74 shows a similar graph in
exponential format, where j=a/2. When j=O the connection is
considered to be fixed, and when the connection offers no
restraint against rotation, the joint factor j will eqUal 00
A connection that has 75% fixity will have a joint factor
equal to 0.1667.
Using the concept of joint factor during the initial
design process can help the designer develop a connection for
a range of connection stiffness during the initial stages.
It should be noted that only a good approximation to the
connections fixity is required and not an exact value because
as the loading changes, the secant stiffness of the
connection and the moment of inertia of the beam will change
also. The girder connection system should perform properly
if the system is reseanable design within a bounded allowable
range.
The design process presented here, as with most design
processes, will be an interactive design/analysis procedure.
For most design practice, the gravity load (W) and the beam
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span length (L) are usually known. The steps in the global
design philosophy is described below:
SUGGESTED DESIGN PROCESS
Step 1) Initial Design:
Design the building for all steel with fully fixed
connections in order to acquire the preliminary sizes.
Even though the design process focuses on gravity
loadings, one should be aware that the drift for a PR
frame will be slightly larger than that of the full fix
system even when subjected to minor lateral loadings.
Step 2) Girder Design:
Determine the joint fixity factor and corresponding
fixed end moment percentage based on either A or B;
A) Percentage of $Mp of the steel girder from
step 1.
B) Percentage of the maximum fixed end moment
from the analysis in step 1.
For example, if the desired fixity is 62.5%, the
corresponding j=O. 3. It is suggested that the
percentage desired should range between 50% to 75%.
The second criteria is to find a composite section
that provides a nearly equivalent flexural stiffness
based on the weighted inertia of the .composite girder
IWLB=0.4rLB + 0.6I\B·
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Where: r LB and I\B are the negative and positive moments of
inertia of the composite beam. I WLB is the weighted moment of
the inertia [18].
That is, find a section that (EI) STEP 1= (EI wLB ) COMPOSITE'
Keep the columns sizes that were selected from step 1.
Step 3) Design Modification:
Modify the frame model with the new composite beam
and use the PRCC's secant stiffness at an assumed 2.5
milli-radians [58] (using KcoNN=EI/Lj), based on the
joint factored value assumed above. The analysis to be
performed must account for second-order effects.
Step 4) Design Iteration:
Using the results obtained from Step 3, iterate on
the composite frame design to optimize and check the
performance of the system. Checks the system for its
allowable stress and serviceability limitations.
Step 5) Connection Design:
Identify the connection with the highest fixed end
moment in all the loading combinations and determine the
connection rotation 8CONN=McoNN/KcoNN' This formula is valid
because the secant stiffness was used. This connection
design methodology may not give the same joint fixity
specified by Eq. (3-2) because it is possible that the
controlling factored or unfactored loading combination
-may contain loads that are different than the load
assumptions used in the development of Eq. (3-2). If the
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exact joint fixity is required, then the service loading
is required to be applied. using Eq. (3-3), determine
the connection's initial stiffness and the
plastic moment capacity (MpCONN) based on 8CONN and McONN.
Presented below is the current typical design
methodology for design a composite framing system with
partially restrained composite connections as proposed by
Ackroyd [Ref. 38]:
"Size the beams assuming ends free to rotate and based
on the larger of (l) unfactored dead plus live or (2)
construction loads. In general, construction loads are
assumed to be twice the service dead load and will govern the
beam size.
Size the columns assuming the connections rigid and
based on the larger of (l) factored gravity loads (dead plus
live) or (2) factored lateral plus unfactored gravity loads.
The first set of loads will provide the maximum axial loads,
and the latter, the maximum moments. The columns should be
designated as beam-columns to simultaneously satisfy both
sets of forces. This will ensure that second-order effects
will not dominate the design.
Analyze the structure obtained utilizing a program
incorporating linear springs, and determine forces at the
connection at ultimate strength.
Detail connections for gravity load by providing enough
slab steel within a strip equal to five times the column
flange width to satisfy the following equation: Mn=O. 66AsFyD;
where Mn is the nominal ultimate moment, As is the area of
the steel in the slab, Fy is the yield strength of the steel,
and D is the distance between the slab steel and the centroid
of the bottom angle.
If the lateral loads are not sufficient to overcome the
gravity load moments, detail the seat angle to have an area
equal to the bottom beam flange.
If the lateral loads overcome the gravity load moments,
size the bottom angle so that the force in the leg along the
beam is half of the yield force in tension but not less than
the area of the bottom flange of the beam.
Provide enough bolts in the bottom angle to prevent
slip of the connection and use minimum-gauge distances in
both legs of the angle.
Provide web cleats to carry the entire shear force."
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3.3.2 MOMENT-ROTATION PREDICTION
The PRCC design as shown in Fig. 3-3 was chosen because
of the many benefits it can potentially offer as discussed in
Chapter 1. Currently, only a limited amount of experimental
PRCC moment-rotation curves are available and very few
prediction models have been designed. While their all steel
counterparts can be very complicated and are limited as to
the types available, this restriction leaves the designer
with very limited design options. Therefore, it was
important to develop a simple but accurate mathematical model
that would require minimal effort to design and be easy to
construct. The connection was specifically developed with
these concepts in mind. The connection predicts the negative
moment-rotation curve. This model was preferred because for
a low-rise building, the primary load effect will be due to
gravity and will have minimal lateral loading. This is
evident when the wracking effect due to lateral loading
opposes a floors gravity load not exceeding the additive
effect of gravity plus wracking on the other side of the
girder. Experience on the author's part has shown that if
the connection does experience positive moment, the value
will be significantly smaller than negative moment. This is
especially true for low rise buildings where lateral loading
-is-mGdeFaEe.-------- -
Figure 3-3 shows the basic components that make up the
mechanical model used to simulate the PRCC connections in
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negative bending. The structural tee was intentionally
designed to be comparatively much stiffer in compression than
the AC and reinforcing bars combined in tension. This
variance in stiffness will demonstrate a pronounced
difference in deformation in the AC and rebars as compared to
the tee, and will form the mechanism illustrated in the
model. The rebars are intended to resist only the bending
forces while the AC has to provide the shear resistance and
help resist the bending forces.
The equation shown below is of an exponential format.
PRCCs have a strong tendency to show this shape in the
moment-rotation curves. In addition, they will normally
exhibit a linear elastic behavior until the slab cracks and
the inelastic behavior begins when the first rebar begins to
yield. The equation requires only two parameters to be
known, they are the initial stiffness and the ultimate moment
capacity as shown:
Where:
e(-Kiconn--)
M=M [l-e Mpconn ]Pconn (3-3)
M = predicted PRCC moment at rotation = e kN-mm, MpCONN =
calculated by assuming the yield strength of the rebars and
the ultimate strength of the AC acting at their respectjye_
heights above the tee's flage (kN-mm), Kiconn= initial elastic
stiffness of the PRCC kN-mm/mrad, e = rotation of PRCC
(mrad) .
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The simple model used to predict the connections
performance was based on the following assumptions:
1) This PRCC will behave nearly linear-elastically until
the first rebar yields. Also, all the rebars within the
effective width or the slab or 7 column flange widths
[38] (which ever is less).
2) The axial compression stiffness of the tees is greater
than the tensile stiffness of the AC and rebars. The
flexural stiffness of the tees is smaller than the steel
beam and will form a point of rotation as shown in the
mechanical model in Fig. 3-3.
3) The axial stiffness of the rebar KREBAR is calculated
using the total area of the rebars within the column
strip for an effective length (Le) approximated equal to
1/2 the distance from the column to the point of
inflection (roughly 10% the length of the beam) [75].
KREBAR=AE/Le. This stiffness value is empirical.
4) The tensile axial stiffness of the AC (KAC )' was
experimentally determined using the stiffness (discussed
in chapter 2) .
5) Apply the force required to yield all the rebars and
determine the corresponding deformation ~REBAR=PRy/KREBAR.
6) Determine the deformation in the AC (~AC) by
compatibility.
7) Determine the moment in the connection by taking it
about the point of rotation (Miconn=PRyHREBAR+PACHAC)'
8) Determine the rotation of the connection 8iCONN' Where
8iCONN=TAN-l (~Ac/HAC) =TAN-1 (~REBAR/HREBAR) .
9) Determine the initial stiffness of the connection K~OON=
, Miconn/ 8 iCONN .
10) Calculate ~conn by utilizing the ultimate strength of
the rebars and the ultimate strength of the AC.
This equation was utilized to predict the moment
rotation curve prior to the actual testing of the monotonic
gravity specimen as described in chapter 5. This equation
gives a fairly close prediction of the moment-rotation
characteristics of the connection tested.
__ ILEq. L3-2Lis used with thE:l_d.esign procedure suggested
above, a very economical framing systems can be achieved.
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3.4 LOCAL ANALYTICAL MODELING OF THE AC
3.4.1 ATLSS CONNECTOR
From the local parametric study presented in Chapter 2,
it was possible to develop a few guidelines that helped
design the PRCC. With a physical understanding of the
connectors behavior, some general analytical models were
developed to assist in the design process. These models are
limited in that there validity can only be extended to the
test parameters used in Chapter 2.
3.4.2 ATLSS CONNECTOR SUBJECTED TO SHEAR
Conventional strength checks such as yielding and
fracture along the net and gross section of the tenon can be
used as long as the tubular column used is compact and the
strength checks to avoid chord face yielding of the tubes
face has been performed in accordance to the guidelines given
in Chapter 2 guidelines.
3.4.3 ATLSS CONNECTOR SUBJECTED TO TENSION
When the AC is subjected to tensile forces the tenon's
sloped surfaces have a tendency to transmit its local tensile
and bending forces to the mortise, the tenon will also pull
away and separate from the mortise at higher loads. This
behavior causes the mortise to transmit its local bending and
tensile forces to the chord face of the tube. All the
specimens that were tested in Chapter 2 began to yield at the
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chord faces. The ultimate load was predicted fairly well
using yield line theory. The model that was first looked at
was a chord face mechanism described by Packer [49] for a
tube to tube connection, when p ::;; 0.85 Eq. (3-4). The
method gives an upper bound solution to the yield strength.
Therefore, various yield line patterns have to be examined in
order to find the correct solution. In the simplified yield
model proposed below, the effects of membrane action and
strain hardening have been neglected, resulting in a
conservative estimation of the actual strength. The method
consists in equating the work of the external forces and the
work by the plastic hinge system [46].
(3-4)
Where:
N is the axial force applied to member (N), Fyo is the
tensile yield strength of the tubular column (MPa) , to is the
thickness of the columns chord face (mm), p is the width or
diameter ratio between bracing member and chord, 8 is the
included angle between bracing member and the chord, ~ is the
bracing member depth ot chord width ratio, f (n) is the
influence coefficient which is a function of the type of
loading and geometry.
Using the same concept of yield lines a similar equation
can be developed for the AC on tubular column when the AC is
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subjected to pure tension. The development of the equation
has been explained in Chapter 2.
(3-5)
This semi-empirical Eq. (3-5) gives a good prediction of
the ultimate axial capacity of the AC when attached to the
tube. Figure 3-4 is an illustration of the yield line
mechanism formed. If the elastic working load is desired, it
would be reasonable to conclude from the test that
multiplying the ultimate load given by Eg. (3-5) by 2/3 will
give a good result. 2/3 was chosen because the yield line
mechanism was based on the tube developing plastic hinges and
the elastic section modulus is 2/3 of the plastic section
modulus. The formula gives a good approximation for both
compact and noncompact tubular sections.
3.4.4 ATLSS CONNECTOR SUBJECTED TO COMPRESSION
When the AC is subjected to pure compression, the tenon
will stay in constant contact with the mortise. The geometry
of the mortise's backing will increases the bearing surface
area to an approximate projected area equal to the mortise
itself. This projected bearing load is now distributed
directly to the tubes chord face. As the tenon/mortise
begins to act as a rigid body, the load_will-b~~eB~&t~-by
the stiffest component of the tube. For the local parametric
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study performed in Chapter 2, the resistance was developed
primarily through the side walls of the tube. For non-
compact tubes, Chapter 2 discusses the procedures used to
predict the capacity of the tubes. An abundant amount of
research has been accomplished on this subject and can be
found in Refs. 48,49 and 50.
For tube columns that are compact the failure mode
noticed will be shear yielding of the tubes chord face, near
the side walls. Equation (3-6) describes the predicted
ultimate load in compression. As the load continued to
increase, additional resistance was provided by the chord
face but only after significant deformation had occurred.
(3-6)
When (~1+~2)/2 < 0.85 (not experimentally tested), this
equation can be used to give a conservative prediction to the
capacity of the tube's chord face.
3.4.5 ATLSS CONNECTOR SUBJECTED TO MOMENT
The prediction of the moment capacity of the tube when
the AC is subjected to moment was complicated and the closest
equation used to predict the ultimate moment was taken from
was significantly altered and the result is Eq. (3-7) . It
should only be used to give only an approximation to the
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ultimate moment capacity. In addition, this formula should
only be used for the parameters tested in Chapter 2.
It was noticed during the cruciform testing in chapter
5, that the beam itself did not permit any local rotation of
the connector by itself. Only the PRCC rotation as a whole
occurred. Therefore, this moment criteria may not be a major
consideration when designing a PRce with other accompanying
structural subassemblies.
3.4.6 ATLSS CONNECTOR INTERACTION
The local parametric study conducted in Chapter 2 did
not investigate the interaction of various loadings occurring
simultaneously. Future work would be required in order to be
properly develop an interaction behavior. Only a suggestion
can be given at this time. Below is shown the suggested
interaction Eq. (3-8A) and (3-8B).
N N MACten + ACshear + ADnom s; 1 . 0
NAcallow NAcallow MAcallow
N N MACcomp + ACshear + ADnom s; 1 . 0
NAcallow NAcallow MAcallow
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(3-8A)
(3-8B)
3.5 ANALYTICAL MODELING OF THE COMPOSITE DECK
3.5.1 GENERAL BEHAVIOR
In general, when the PRCC connection is subjected to
negative bending, it has been commonly accepted to assume
that the concrete is cracked, and only the steel components
can resist the negative bending forces (rebars, AC, and Tee
for this case). The composite interaction and the forces the
reinforcement bars can develop is dependent upon the strength
and location of the studs provided.
For positive bending, the rebar forces are commonly
ignored and the concrete slab is counted on to develop the
compressive forces. When the PRCC is subjected to a reversal
in loading across an interior or positive moment at an
exterior column, the concrete will bear against the columns
face in order to develop the positive moment. The highly
concentrated compressive force can result in a disturbed
region of the slab as shown in Fig. 3-5.
The full reversal loading is the worst loading case that
a connection can be subjected to. The negative moment beam
must count on the rebars tensile forces. The positive moment
beam's concrete is in bearing against the columns flange
which means the rebars are (by compatibility) also in
compression. Locally, the rebar forces need to go through a
transitionfromcorrrpressi-on on the p6sitive side to tension
of the negative side. This phenomena will cause a connection
to soften in performance on the negative side, while
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stiffening the connection performance on the positive side.
PRCC are by their very nature are ductile and it would be
rare to reach this ultimate state of rotation; therefore,
this stiffness change phenomenon locally does not need to be
accounted for globally because they will cancel out one
another. Locally within a span, the development of a beam
collapse mechanism is still not probable.
Intuitively, the concrete in bearing due to full
reversal must be able to account for the following forces in
order to develop the full positive moment strength of the
connection =
1) The concrete bearing forces against the column's
flange due to positive moment.
2) The tensile forces developed across the column line
in the rebars due to negative moment.
Figure 3-5 shows the forces that are developed in full
reversal.
The following section describes the techniques used to
design the reinforcement and shear studs. The reasons the
author has selected this technique was related to past
experience that can be found in Rosa's report [76]. It was
noticed that continual shear stud failure occurred in the
slab in one of the tests.
The following forces used for the calculation of the
number of shear studs was based on positive moment from a
full reversal loading:
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Pstuds=Pconc(pos,mom) +PRY(neg.mom) (3-9)
The value of PSTUD represents the total resistive force
needed to develop the connections moment in a worst case
scenario. This may not be necessary if the analysis of the
building doesn't require such a high loading.
The strength developed in each shear stud was based on
the AISC's LRFD specification Formula (15-2) [29] (shown in
English units) with the appropriate reduction factors for the
presence of the steel deck and concrete haunch.
(3-10)
The quantity of shear studs required was calculated by
dividing PSTUDS by Qn and evenly spacing the shear studs
between the maximum moment to the assumed point of inflection
at .21 times the length of the composite girder. Previous
research conducted by Rosa [76] showed that the studs failed
early in the cyclic testing program. For this reason a more
slender stud was chosen, the stud used was classified as
"Semi-ductile, Partially Redundant" according to Table 3.2
(reproduction of Nelson Construction-Design Data Table [77]).
It was believed that the disturbed region in particular
required a slender stud, thereby allowing the stud closest to
the column flange to yield first without failing in shear and
redistribute the load to the other studs.
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The British Standards Institution provides additional
recommendations that current u.S. codes do not with regard to
providing transverse reinforcement to insure the forces
required of the shear stud can be developed [36]. Their
focus is on the prevention of shear failure surface in the
concrete flange as shown in Fig. 3-6. The code recommends
the following check in order to ensure that the shear force
per unit length (v = NQn/s) should not exceed the shear
resistance v r (v ~ v r ) given by the following relationship:
(3-11)
Where N is the number of shear connectors in a group, s
is the longitudinal spacing center-to-center of groups of
shear connectors, f~ is the characteristic cube strength of
the concrete in N/mm2 , but not more than 40 N/mm2 , although
concrete of higher strengths may be used, ~ is 1.0 for normal
weight concrete and 0.8 for lightweight concrete, Acv is the
mean cross-sectional area, per unit length of the beam, of
the concrete shear surface under consideration, Asv is the
cross-sectional area per unit length of the beam, of the
combined top and bottom reinforcement crossing the shear
surface, vp is the contribution of the profiled steel
sheeting, if applicable. It is also important as stated in
the code that only the reinforcement which is fully anchored
should be included in the calculation for Asv •
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In addition, the British Code also gives guidance with
regards to the minimum edge distance and haunches (see Fig.
3-6). The concrete haunch recommendation is advisable near
the columns flange where significant load concentration will
occur at the disturb region. Current LRFD specifications
only address; [Ref. 29]" uniform spacing of shear
connectors is permitted except in the presence of heavy
concentrated loads.", and [Ref. 29], "When stud shear
connectors are installed on beams with formed steel deck,
concrete cover at the sides of studs adjacent to sides of
steel ribs is not critical. Tests have shown that studs
installed as close as is permitted to accomplish welding of
studs does not reduce the composite beam capacity.". In
designing the PRCC, the bearing force of all the concrete
(that is Pc=f' ctsbfcol) was required to assist in positive
moment development. Therefore, the presence of the studs and
metal deck near the column face helped confine the concrete
which may eliminate to some degree the need for spiral
reinforcements in this area. Spiral reinforcements were
intentionally omitted in order to observe the behavior of the
disturbed region without them.
3.5.2 DETAILING OF REINFORCEMENT
In addition to the above m~ntioned detailing, Leon [74]
gave an excellent description of detailing provisions:
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"The detailing provisions for both the slab steel and the
connection elements are the key to good performance. The
longitudinal slab steel should be kept with a column strip less
than or equal to seven column flange widths, and should extend at
least 12 inches past the point of inflection. The bar size should
be kept small (less than a #5), and at least three bars on either
side of the column should be used. Transverse steel must be
provided at each column line, and must extend at least 12 inches
into the slab strip. To reduce serviceability problems a minimum
of 0.1 in. 2 of steel per linear foot must be provided over the
girders, with this reinforcement extending at least 24 inches on
either side of the girder. Care must be taken that fully tightened
bolts are used everywhere, that local buckling of the beam flange
of web in negative moment regions does not occur, and that yielding
of the column panel zone be avoided. Full shear connection should
be provided since the effect of partial connection has not been
investigated."
3.6 LOCAL MODELING OF THE TEE
The tee has an important role in the connection design
in that it performs 3 functions:
1) The tee provides the required stiffening to the
connection so that the compression flange of the steel beam
in negative moment is laterally braced at the column face and
also distributes the load more uniformly into the columns
chord face.
2) The web of the tee has a very low moment of inertia
about its weak axis. This gives the PRCC excellent
rotational ductility and allows the connection to form a
rotation pivoting point at the tee. This mechanism lends
itself well to modeling the connection behavior as discussed
before.
3) When the lower tee is subjected to very high tensile
loading, -t--he-tee is flexible ehoUgn to develop a plastic
mechanism and it was designed not to fail before the lower
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flange of the beam will fracture or yield. This provides an
excellent means to dissipate energy during a seismi~ event.
In designing the tee when subjected to compression, it
was desirable to have the compressive stiffness of the tee
(KTEE ) at least ~ 3 times the axially stiffness of the
combined AC (KAC ) and effective reinforcement stiffness
(KREBAR). This requirement was subjective and believed to help
develop a controllable rotation mechanism.
The tee orientation to the column is transverse. If the
support backing is too thin, the web of the tee will not
develop its full effective width and will reduce the
strength. Therefore, a minimum bracing support thickness
needed to be checked to see if the effective width of the tee
(be) was sufficient enough to develop the required strength.
Equation 3-12 was adopted and manipulated slightly in
form from Ref. [48] in order to predict the effective width
of the web to is the thickness of the tee flange plus chord
face. This assumption was only used for compressive loading
on the tee. The original formula is valid for a range when
bo/to ~ 30. Equation 3-13 predicts the compressive capacity
of the tee. These equations were developed for a plate
welded directly to a tubular column but the concept was
extended here for the design purpose. Figure 3-7 shows the
detail of the tee.
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b=e (3-12)
(3-13)
When the tee is subjected to tensile forces there is the
possibility that yielding of the chord face as shown in view
1 of Fig. 3-8 may occur due to bolts in tension. Yield line
theory Eq. (3-4) can provide an excellent prediction as to
the ultimate strength that the chord face can provide. The
assumption used in the development of the model assumes that
the tube directly under the bolts will form a plane that
follows the back side of the tee. Prediction of this model
shows that the system is very susceptible to this failure
mechanism. Stiffening of the tube with angles or an
alternative reinforcement design would be required. Four
angle stiffeners were attached to the exterior sides of the
tube and were welded all around using only a fillet weld.
The thickness of the angle required was determined by using
Eq. (3-4) with an equivalent thickness of to = (tTUBE+ tANGLE)'
assuming the strength of the tube and angle have the same
yield strength.
The development of a plastic mechanism in the tee (shown
in Fig. 3-8) was considered desirable to ensure that the weak
beam-strong column concept was enforced at the local level.
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The plastic hinge in the tee also provided a excellent means
of dissipating energy during cyclic loading. The tensile
load used was equal to the plastic moment of the steel beam
divided by the approximate flange heights (TTEE=Mp/. 95dBEAM ) and
would not occur during service loading. This mechanism also
provided an additional safety in case of material over
strength.
Huck International's Twist Off Blind Bolts (TBB)
provided the erection and design capability that the system
designed required. As stated before, the connection was
predicated on a shop welded-field bolted erection concept and
the blind bolting concept provided this option. An excellent
description can be found in Refs. 70, 71 and 72. The
connections design required the TBB to be designed to
maintain the pretension force in order to closely simulate a
fixed support for the development of the tee's plastic hinge.
This required that the bolts needed to be capable of
resisting both the direct tension loading plus prying action
caused by the tee. The second design consideration focused
on assurance that the bolts could not pullout of the column
face at ultimate loading. Koral's [70] expression for the
minimum column flange thickness was slightly altered so that
the overstrength factor was not included. The column flanges
thickness took into account the thickness of the tube and
angle combined. The minimum thickness of the combined column
flange required was based on the maximum tensile force that
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the TEE could develop and the shear resistance of the column
flange around the primary sleeve of the fastener:
(3-14)
Where K is equal to the diameter of the primary sleeve
after installation as shown in Fig. 3-8, view 3, PTW= is the
maximum tensile force the TEE will develop on the column
face, FYTUBE and FYANGLE is the yield strength of the tube and
angle respectively; and t TUBE and tANGLE are the thicknesses of
the tube and angle respectively.
3.7 REMARKS
It was determined that the general behavior of the
partially restrained composite connection with an unbraced
composite girder has potentially many advantages over other
framing systems (ie. cost, ease of fabrication). Analytical
models were used to design the proposed PRCC. The detail and
designs performed were specifically designed for a
predetermined behavior.
This thesis illustrates how this design philosophy was
used to develop a prototype building with accompanying PRCC.
It will also experimentally determine the connection
properties and behavior in order to verify the assumptions
made in this chapter. This model will be compared to the
actual cruciforms behavior in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
PROTOTYPE DESIGN
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the design of four unbraced
prototype buildings that are designed with their framing
elements progressively changing to demonstrate the design
procedure suggested in Chapter 3, and to illustrate the
potential advantages that a Partially Restrained Composite
Connections can offer. Also discussed, is the development of
a linear spring model used to simulate the secant stiffness
of the PRCC. Finally, the construction sequence of the
proposed PRCC is discussed.
4.2 PROTOTYPE BUILDINGS
4.2.1 OVERVIEW
A total of four, five-story prototype unbraced low-rise
buildings were designed in accordance to current codes [Refs.
29,30 and 34]. The buildings themselves will have their
structural framing element progressively changed to
demonstrate the design process discussed in Chapter 3 and to
illustrate the potential savings that PRCC with the AC on
tubular columns can provide. Building #1 design was taken
fEom -Ref. 6 and uses rigid connections and non-composite
floors. Building #2 illustrates a system comparative to #1,
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but with changes occurring in the column selection and beam
material. Building #3 shows the technique used to select the
preliminary composite beams sizes and a Partially Restrained
Composite Connection.
The final design is illustrated in Building #4. The
analysis performed on all the PRCC buildings utilized the
guidelines proposed by Leon [57], and is reviewed here. The
moment-rotation curve from the monotonic test conducted in
Chapter 5 was used to evaluate the secant stiffness of the
connection.
All the prototype structures were designed using a
simple linear elastic software package called SODA[35]. The
seismic design was conducted using an Equivalent Lateral
Force Procedure [30,34] and an iterative P-d approach as
outlined in Ref. 27.
The building story heights were all at 3.96m and the
bays were 2x6 square that measured 7. 82m x 7. 82m. The
building's floor heights and bay dimensions were based on the
2-D partially restrained composite frame tested at the
University of Minnesota [13,14,15,16].
4.2.2 BUILDING #1
Building #1 design (shown in Fig. 4.1) was taken from
Garlock's [6] prototype building design. The floor heights
and bay dimensions are identical to that used by Leon. The
prototype design utilized fully rigid connections without the
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use of a composite slab. This building was used as a
comparison to illustrate the p<)t,,~ntial savings that PRCC can
offer.
4.2.3 BUILDING #2
The dead load for Building #2 was increased from 2.63
kN/m2 to 3.35 kN/m2 • This related to an increase of 27% in
the gravity dead load. Both Buildings #1 and #2 were
considered to be designed for the same location, but the soil
profile for Building #2 was increased to a value of s=2
(considered to be a worst case [34]), whereas Building #1's
S value was equal to 1. This change in soil profile means
that Building #2 will be subjected to an earthquake that will
produce a base shear force that is twice as large as Building
#1 (excluding the dead load increase in Building #2) when
using the equivalent Lateral Force Procedure. All other
seismic design parameters were kept constant for both
buildings (Exposure Group 1, Performance Category C, Av=.I,
Aa=·I, and using the codes guidelines for the period).
The analysis of Building #2 led to the replacement of
the wide-flange columns (F y =345 MPa) with hollow structural
sections (Fy =317 MPa). The girder sizes remained the same
but the yield strength was reduced from 345 MFa to 248 MPa.
It was possible to reduce the strength of the girder because
Building #2's design was defined by its flexibility and not
its strength.
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4.2.4 BUILDING #3
Building #3' s design was performed by utilizing the
"Suggested Design Process" described in Chapter 3. The
fixed connections were replaced with Partially Restrained
Composite Connections that have a secant stiffness (assumed
at 2.5 mRad) that is based on the joint factor j=.1667 (75%
restraint) which was derived from Building #2's steel girder
property (Kc~N=(El)/(Lj)). The selection of the connections
joint factor should only be considered a starting point to
begin the iterative design process.
The steel beams from Building #2' s design were then
replaced with composite beams that have an equivalent
weighted flexural stiffness (El) STEEL= (El w) COMPOSITE (where, l w
= . 4r L8 + . 61\8) .
The steel beam can now be selected from either the
negative moment capacity of the steel girder from Building #2
or the negative moment determined from the analysis of
Building #2. The moment used to select a steel girder in
Building #3' s design is found by reducing the moment of
Building #2 by 75% ( .7 5Q>MPSTEEL or .7 5MAPPLIED) of the non-
composite steel girder. The reduction of 75% in beams end
moment or Q>Mp was made because for a low-rise structure, the
gravity loads are assumed to be the major contributors to the
design and not necessarily the lateral loading. Thus, a
reduction in the connections fixity will reduce the beams
fixed end moment accordingly.
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The secant stiffness of the connection was assumed to be
at 2.5 mRAD and MpCONN~MpSTEEL. The 2.5 mRad is a conservative
assumption because it assumes that the drift limitation for
serviceability is equal to .0025 (H/400), and all the
rotation is occurring at the connections. In addition, using
the secant stiffness is conservative as long as the
connection moment capacity is greater than the moment
applied, and the service rotation is less than the rotation
of the connection found through analysis.
The connection design is performed in accordance to the
guidelines provided in Chapter 3 with the use of a mechanical
model. The procedure used to design and develop the moment-
rotation curve will be iterative, and a variety of the
connections design may be valid for the design but they may
have different initial stiffness (KiCONN)' secant stiffness
(KcONN)' and the ultimate moment capacity of the connection
(MpCONN) .
This design process started with j set equal to .1667,
and used the geometry and properties of a W21x62 (I=554x10 6
mm
4
, E=200x10 3 MPa, L=7823 mm). The secant stiffness desired
at 2.5 mRad is KcoNN=(EI)/(Lj) would then be found to be
KcONN=84.9 kN -m/mRad. This stiffness was used to evaluate
Building #3' s initial performance. The procedure used to
analyze the structure is explained in Section 4.2.5.
The analysis showed that a few connections rotated more
than the 2.5 mRAD during service loading and the story drift
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was about 10% higher but no component in the frame was over
stressed. It was determined that a slightly stiffer
connection was desirable. The final PRCC used that was
designed and tested is shown in Chapter 5. For this
connection the secant stiffness was determined to be 124.6
kN -m/mRad (j=. 113). This connection and the actual final
scantling sizes were used in the analysis of Building #4.
Finally, it should be noted that when the joint factor
is substituted into Eq. (3-2), and neglecting the effects of
the lateral forces. It can found that for a connection with
a secant stiffness of KCONN=84. 9 kN -m/mRad, the joint factor
j will equal 0.1667 which is 75% restrained for a assumed
service condition. And when a connection has a secant
stiffness of KcoNN=124. 6 kN -m/mRad, j will equal 0.113, which
corresponds to a joint fixity of 81%. The variation of
fixity for this system is small compared to the secant
stiffness (KcONN) value increasing by 47%. It should be
understood that without the factored gravity loads and
lateral loads, the connection would not have rotated 2.5
mRad, therefore, this comparison is only a general
illustration as to how the effect of fixity and stiffness can
change the response of the framing system.
4.2.5 BUILDING #4
Building #4 utilized the actual designed and
experimentally determined connection properties from the
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monotonic test (Chapter 5). The PRCC secant stiffness at 2.5
mrad from the monotonic test was scaled up to the full size
and found to be KcoNN=124. 6 kN ·m/mRad. The analysis procedure
chosen was primarily based on its simplicity and its
conservative solution while not requiring the use of a non-
linear computer program. This criteria would make the use of
the PRCC developed here available to the practicing engineer.
A descriptive explanation of this procedure is reviewed by
Leon in Ref. 57. Paraphrased below is the procedure required
to perform the design/analysis of a structural framing system
with partially restrained connections.
Assume that the columns and beams are rigid and the
serviceability limit will be reached when the connections
rotate 2.5 mRad. This conservative assumption implies that
the deflection in the building is due to the concentrated
rotations of the connections while the rest of the framing
system behaves rigidly. The value of 2.5 mRad is used
because designers often limit the story drift to 8/400 (8 is
the height of the structure). It is convenient to assume
that the serviceability rotation (8su) corresponds to this
deflection and the secant stiffness of the connection can be
obtained directly (KSER=Msu/8sER) from the moment-rotation
curve of the connection. This secant stiffness approach
should yield a conservative solution for any equivalent
static load analysis.
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The designer can check whether the 8 SER corresponds to
the assumed value after the analysis has been performed. If
the connection rotation is less than assumed and the drift
does not exceed the desired limit no further analysis is
required. If the drift is excessive, a better approximation
to the real tangent or secant stiffness can be found by
utilizing the actual rotation output by the computer program.
The scantling sizes determined from Building #4's final
design provided the basis for the test program discussed in
Chapter 5. The sizes chosen in the prototype building
design was comparable to that by Rosa. [76]. Therefore, a
similar scale of 0.5844 was used in the design and testing of
the cruciform specimens described in Chapter 5.
4.3 SPRING ELEMENT
The analysis and design procedure proposed required the
use of a linear elastic design/analysis software package.
The analysis/design package used, was developed by Waterloo
Engineering Software and is called Structural Optimization
Design and Analysis (SODA) [35]. Most simple programs do not
have partially restrained connection spring elements
incorporated into their analysis process. Therefore, it was
necessary to develop a rotational spring element to simulate
the rotational secant stiffness of a PRCC.
Figure 4.3 shows the linear spring model (LSM). The LSM
utilized two beam elements. The first, (EI/L)l is short but
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very stiff flexurally and axially. This element has a moment
release or pin connection at the beams end while being fixed
to the colllm!y- This element (because it is short and
flexural~:tiff) will keep the other end of the L8M remain
perpendicular to the column. This will simulate rigid body
motion within the envelope of the column's flange (which is
closer to an actual connection behavior) .
The second element, (EI/L)2 will provide the rotational
spring stiffness required to simulate the secant spring
stiffness of the PRCC.
Using static condensation on element 1 and then
combining the stiffness matrices together provides the
structural properties required to represent the LSM as long
as element 1 is relatively stiffer than element 2.
Substituting the proper boundary conditions at the fixed end
(column side) of the L3M and evaluating it will give the
following equation:
K = M _ 4 (EI) 2 (1 +R)
conn e L ( 4 +R) (4-1)
where R= (El) 1/ (El) 2 is the flexural rigidity ratio. L1 is
equal to L2 and it is equal to a small value (less than 1/2
the column width) to minimize lateral displacement of the
connection. Setting L1=L2 equal to 1 unit within the column
flange area is suggested. As the stiffness of the first
element becomes very large compared to that of the second
element (between 1000 to 10000 to avoid ill conditioning
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[25]), the connection element secant stiffness is shown to
exhibit the characteristics shown in Fig. 4.3 which is a
propped cantilever that provides the required flexural secant
stiffness of the connection.
Basically, as the flexural rigidity ratio R becomes very
large, the connections flexural stiffness can be approximated
by the following formula:
(4-2)
This derivation allows the designer to use the secant
stiffness method simply by substituting the proper value of
(EI/L)l and (EI/L)2 into the LSM to obtain the proper secant
stiffness.
4.4 CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE
Figure 4.4 illustrates the erection sequence proposed
for this PRCC design. The sequence is divided into four main
stages of construction.
Stage 1 - The tubular column with the shop welded column
stiffeners and mortises already attached, have the tee
fastened at the site with Hucks International's Twist-Off
Blind Bolts (TBB) to the column. Only the bolts just below
the bottom of the beams flange are to be fastened so
interference is avoided during the beams placement. These
bolts shall be installed to a snubbed condition at this time.
This snubbed condition will allow adjustment of the tee prior
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to final pretensioning of the connections bolts. Oversized
holes in the tee may be used to increase the overall
adjustment if required. Figure 4.5 shows the installation
sequence for Huck International's TBB fastener.
Stage 2 - In stage 2, the beam (framing bay or module)
is lowered into position. The ATLSS Connectors self-guiding,
self-aligning features will permit an easy placement of these
framing elements. During this stage of the lift, the tenon's
bolts are loosely tightened in order to take full advantage
of the ability of the AC to make up any construction
tolerance. Once the beam is lowered into place, the seating
bolt will be secured to prevent uplift during construction,
and the tenon bolts will be pretensioned to their
specification value.
Stage 3 - In stage 3, the metal deck and reinforcing
bars are placed at their respective locations, and then the
concrete is poured. During this stage the AC is required to
provide the necessary shear force to resist the construction
loads and the dead loads from the wet concrete, rebars, and
decking. As the wet concrete dead load applies a direct
shear to the Connector, the AC will be experiencing its
initial seating. This initial seating is beneficial because
most of the seating will have occurred prior to the concrete
setting. While the concrete is curing, a final pretensioning
of the seating bolt equal to the service live load may be
performed to prevent any additional seating during the life
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of the framing system. This will also ensure that the
majority of shear loading will be resisted by the AC and not
the accompanying moment resisting elements.
Stage 4 - After the concrete has hardened, the tee is
adjusted to its final location for final fastening to the
bottom of the beam and tubular column. The connection is now
capable of developing moment resistance.
The construction sequence develop here for the Partially
Restrained Composite Connection has the benefit of increasing
the construction tolerance throughout the whole erection
process.
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CHAPTER 5
CRUCIFORM EXPERIMENTATION
5.1 BACKGROUND
This chapter describes a program of experimental
investigation of the behavior of the proposed partially
restrained composite connection shown in Fig. 1.2. The
cruciform tests were designed to provide data that would help
evaluate the moment-rotation characteristics of the proposed
interior PRCC. The following structural properties will be
reported: moment-rotation, maximum strength, stiffness,
ductility, hysteretic behavior, and failure modes. The test
specimens were subjected to monotonic and cyclic loadings.
The tested PRCC was designed as the interior connection
at floor level of the prototype Building #4 design which is
the final design of the unbraced low-rise building, using the
guidelines suggested in Chapters 3 and 4. The design
constraints and framing geometries of this prototype building
were scaled down by a factor of .5844. The scale factors
obtained were based on test facility's concrete embedded
floor anchors which are spaced every 1.524 meters. The
existing test frame was capable of accommodating a center-to-
center nominal bay width of 4.572 meters. The scale factor
was determined by taking the prototype structure's bay
dimension of 7823 mm and dividing it by 4572 mm, thus the
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scale factor of .5844 was obtained. The scantling sizes used
were selected on a best match qualifications using similitude
rules for a static elastic model.
Figure 5.1 and Photo 5.1 show the typical test setup
used in the cruciform program. The actuator loads wer~
applied at an assumed inflection point in the girders. This
distance corresponds to 880 rom away from the flange of the
tubular column. Hinges were provided (allowing free
rotation) at an assumed column mid story height of the frame.
These hinges represented inflection points on the columns.
Two cruciform specimens were constructed using the
construction sequence outlined in Chapter 4. The fabrication
techniques used in the laboratory attempted to closely
approximate those fabrication processes used in the field in
order to simulate the true behavior of a field installed
connection. Detailed dimensions of the cruciform specimens
are shown in Figs. 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. The material
properties and the structural properties are given in Tables
5.1 and 5.2, respectively.
5.2 MONOTONIC CRUCIFORM TEST
5.2.1 TEST PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The monotonic test program was designed to evaluate the
connection performance when subjected to equal negative
moments that are applied on both sides of the joint
simultaneously. This test provided information regarding the
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moment-rotation behavior of the connection when subjected to
a gravity loading.
The placement of the instrumentation is shown in Fig.
5.5. The self weight of the specimen was neglected. The
zero load condition was assumed to be at an initial
undeformed position, this is when the concrete has been
poured and set with no external loads applied.
The loads were applied in small increments at first with
corresponding small displacement increments around 0.2 mm.
The initial peak load was approximately 25 kN applied at both
actuators. For the second loading phase, the load was
applied to approximately 45 kN at both actuators, which
developed a moment of approximately 40 kN-m. This load
represented the predicted scaled down service gravity loading
of 1.0D + 1.0L which was scaled from the prototype building
(using beam line theory), the specimen was then unloaded.
The connection was then reloaded symmetrically until the
connection experienced an applied load equal to approximately
the scaled gravity design load at the connection of 1.2D +
1.61 (approximately 62 kN at the actuators) of the prototype
building, and once again unloaded. This load developed
approximately a moment of 55 kN-m at the connection. The
last loading phase consisted of increasing the loads being
applied to the cruciform until failure. The values selected
for the loading stages were based on the assumption that the
connections performance was predictable while still
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maintaining similitude requirements. The loading program
developed here did not include any loads due to the wracking
effects of lateral loading.
5.2.2 TEST PARAMETERS
The monotonic test was used to evaluate the following
parameters: Maximum Strength Ratio (R), Initial and Secant
Stiffness (KrcoNN and KSEC ) , and the Rotational Ductility Ratio
(118) •
The Maximum Strength Ratio (R) is the ratio of M~/Mp.
The maximum moment (M~) was obtained from the moment-
rotation curve experimentally. Mp is defined as the ultimate
plastic moment capacity of the steel beam alone.
The Initial Stiffness (KrcoNN) is defined as the initial
tangent stiffness at the beginning of the monotonic test.
This value is obtained from the moment-rotation curve
experimentally.
The Secant Stiffness (Ks~) is obtained assuming a linear
relationship between the moment and the connection rotation
at the bending moment being considered. The value reported
is the secant stiffness evaluated at 2.5 mRads for the
reasons mentioned in Chapters 3 and 4.
The Rotational Ductility Ratio (118) is defined as the
ratio of the maximum rotation (8p) to the connections yield
rotation (By). The Rotational Ductility Ratio defines the
connections ability to undergo increasing rotational
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deformation beyond the first significant yield while the
connection is still sustaining moment.
5.2.3 DISCUSSION OF MONOTONIC TEST
When the cruciform specimen was first loaded, the
connection experienced very high initial stiffness. This
behavior was fairly linear and elastic. No cracks were
noticed to have occurred in the concrete slab at this time.
The average initial stiffness of the two sides of the
connection was approximately 35 kN-m/mRad. It was noticed
that as the uncracked (concrete) connection was unloaded, the
connection would return elastically to its original position.
The exponential model that predicts the overall
connection behavior conservatively underestimated the initial
stiffness because it does not account for the concrete slab
remaining uncracked. The model depicts only the rebars in
the slab being subjected to tension while the concrete is
considered to be cracked and can not provide any tensile
resistance. It is believed that a conservative initial
stiffness will be obtained using this technique.
The next phase of the test program showed indications
that minor cracks formed which ran transverse to the girder's
direction. These cracks appeared close the column face first
where the moment was largest, the cracks gradually appeared
in the lower stressed regions as the applied load was
increased. After the initial cracks formed, the
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reinforcement bars within the slab continued to developed
tensile forces. It was apparent now that the concrete could
no longer sustain any tensile forces.
The first yield of the reinforcing bars occurred at 95
kN-m. The rebars nearest to the column yielded first, than
the rebars adjacent to them but further away began to yield
shortly after 103 kN-m, the final rebar yielded around 115
kN-m. This behavior is consistent with the manner in which
the load is transferred to the remaining rebars in the slab
[39]. The overall moment-rotation curve for the west girder
(Fig. 5.10) shows that when nearly all the longitudinal
rebars have yielded at approximately 100 kN-m (Fig. 5.14),
softening of the system began to occur. Figures 5.14 and
5.15 shows the development sequence of the rebars within the
concrete slab.
The connection was capable of developing additional
strength above ~ of the steel beam because of the residual
strength of AC and strain hardening of the rebars. The
connection was designed for ~ of the steel beam, while
keeping the ACs tensile force within the elastic range (based
on test results to prevent shear redistribution to other
components, see Chapter 2). The reinforcing bars within the
concrete slab were assumed to yield completely.
One ~mportant o_bservation can be made--heEe.--- When
designing a partially restrained connection, the stiffness of
the system is just as equally as important as the strength.
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Illustrated here was the fact that the onset of yielding in
the rebar occurred at a much higher rotation than the service
and design rotations. For this design, the stiffness of the
PRCC system was very important while the connection ultimate
strength should still be considered.
Photograph 5.2 shows the overall failure mode that
occurred in the specimen. The components that formed the
failure mechanism in the PRCC incorporated the following
elements: ATLSS Connector, reinforcement bars, and the beams
lower flange and web.
The sequence of yielding that preceded the total failure
of the PRCC is listed in order of formation below:
1) Cracking of the concrete slab.
2) Yielding of longitudinal reinforcement bars within
the slab.
3) Initial yielding of the AC with rotation occurring
at the TEE
4) Local buckling of the beam lower flange.
5) Buckling of the beam web in compression.
The ultimate strength of the PRCC was slightly greater
than expected, this may be attributed to the additional
confinement around the AC's mortise from the angle
stiffeners. Also, the mortises were attached to both side
walls of the tube which stiffened the connection slightly.
This stiffening would minimize the opening effect that the
tenon has on the mortise by strengthening the side walls of
-the-tube as described in Chapter 2. Lastly, the distance at
which the moment was calculated would have been slightly
decreased locally for the beam lower flange because of the
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tee's attachment extending away from the tubular columns
flange.
A summary of results for the monotonic test in shown in
Table 5.3.
5.2.4 MODEL PREDICTION
Chapter 3 describes how to develop the exponential model
(shown in Eq. 5-1) which can provide a rough approximation to
the moment-rotation characteristics of the connection. This
section illustrates how this procedure is used to predict the
connections performance. Included below are the numerical
computations and values obtained for the proposed PRCC. The
equation used is
(-kicoo,p)
M=M r1-e MpCOlln ]PconnL
(5-1)
Where M is the predicted PRCC moment at rotation s, kN-
M, MpCONN is the plastic moment capacity of the PRCC, kN-M,
Kiconn is the initial elastic stiffness of the PRCC, kN-M/mRad,
and s is the rotation of PRCC in mRads.
1) The PRCC will behave nearly linearly elastic until the
first rebar yields. The assumption used here is to
assume that all the rebars within the column strip will
all yield at nearly the same time. Figures 5.14 and
5.15 illustrate how the rebars in the slab did yield.
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The order of yield formation in the rebars is also
shown.
2) The tee's axial compressive stiffness is greater than
the tensile stiffness of the AC and rebars combined.
The tees flexural stiffness is smaller than the steel
beam and will form a point of rotation as shown in the
mechanical model in Fig. 3-3. This rotational mechanism
was proven to have occurred and is shown in Photo 5.2.
3) The effective axial stiffness of the rebar (KREBAR) is
calculated using the total area of the rebars within the
column strip (approximate 7 columns flange widths) for
an effective length (Le) approximately equal to 1/2 the
distance from the center of the column to the point of
inflection (roughly 10% the length of the beam) [75] .
Thus, KREBAR=AE/Le' This stiffness value is empirical.
For this case:
KREBAR=AE/Le= (426 mm2 ) (200E3 MFa) / (491 mm) =173. 7 kN/mm
4) The tensile axial stiffness of the AC (KAC )' was
experimentally determined using the overall stiffness of
the system as discussed in Chapter 2.
KAC=50 kN/mm (see Table 2. 7)
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by(L\AC)6)
5) Apply the tensile force required to yield all the rebars
within the column strip and determine the corresponding
deformation (L\REBAR=PRy/KREBAR)'
PRy= (479 MPa) (426 rnrn2 ) =204 kN
L\REBAR= (204 kN) 1 (173.7 kN/rnm) =1.17 rnm
Determine the deformation in the AC
compatibility and corresponding force PAC can be
determined as follows:
The geometric parameters of the PRCC are
HREBAR=368 rnm, HAC=229 rnm
From compatibility and by similar triangles:
L\AC= (2 2 913 68) (1. 1 7 rnrn) = 0 . 728 rnrn
PAc=KACL\AC= (50 kN/rnm) (0.728 rnrn) =36.4 kN
7) Determine the moment in the connection at the assumed
first yield by taking it about the point of rotation (in
the tee) .
Miconn= (204 kN) (368 rnrn) + (36.4 kN) (229 rnm)
Miconn=83.4 kN-m
8) Determine the rotation of the connection B~OON'
BiCONN=TAN-l (L\Ac/HAC ) =TAN-1 (L\REBAR/HREBAR) =
TAW1 (.728/229) =TAW1 (1.17/368) =3 .18 mRad
9) Determine the initial stiffness of the connection,
KiCONN= Miconn/BicoNN= (83.4 kN-m) 1 (3.18 mRad) =26.2 kN-m/mRad
10) Calculate ~conn by utilizing the yield strength of the
rebars and the ultimate strength of the AC.
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~conn= (479 MPa) (368 mm) (426 mm2 ) + (310 kN) (229 mm) =146kN-m
Substituting into Eq. (5-1) gives the following equation
that will provide a good and conservative moment rotation
prediction for the connection designed.
(-26.26)
M=146[1-e 146 ]
This is shown below:
(kN-m)
This value gives a fairly close but conservative
prediction of the moment-rotation curve early in the test
program up to about 20 mRad, but as the connection rotates
beyond 20 mRads, the model begins to break down. This simple
approximation should be good enough to use in most
application because the range of rotation required will be
less than 20 mRads. Normally a connection will experience a
service rotation of about 1.5 mRads and the design technique
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 utilize a conservative design
rotation of 2.5 mRad. The simplicity of the modeling
derivation eliminates the need to use curve fitting
parameters and makes the design of a PRCC easy for the
practicing engineer.
If the ultimate capacity of the connection is desired,
then the ultimate strength of the reinforcement and the
ultimate capacity of the AC would be used.
correspond to:
This would
MULTconn=(743 MPa) (368 mm) (426 mm2 )+(310 kN) (229 mm)
=187.5 kN-m
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5.2.5 SHEAR BEHAVIOR
Figure 5.18 shows the shear resistance of the PRCC
connection. Certain assumptions were made in developing the
idealized behavior within the elastic range of the graph.
Accurate measurements of the ACs displacement that relates to
the shear force developed in the AC can only be assumed to
have a linear relationship between the AC (using Fig. 2.9,
Load vs. Displacement 01) and the overall connection
displacement (experimentally determined, slippage between the
beam and the girder was not monitored). This assumption is
only valid within the elastic range and with minimal amount
of connection rotation, and is no longer valid beyond the
elastic range. Figure 5.18 identifies this elastic range
(prior to rebar yielding) for which this relationship has
been idealized.
This curve illustrates the shear load redistribution
behavior that the connection undergoes when the AC's initial
contact forces (forces such as: seating bolt pretensioning
and contact wedging forces) have been exceeded (for the
construction sequence used here). The redistribution of
shear forces is assumed to occur at a rate proportional to
the shear stiffness of all the connection elements
(reinforced concrete deck, AC, and tee for this particular
PRCC) .
In this case, the AC's shear stiffness was assumed to be
equal to 50 kN/mrn which is based on the shear test performed
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in Chapter 2. The value is shown in Table 2.5. The initial
forces in the AC was assumed to be equal the pretensioned in
the seating bolt which was
approximately 40 kN. This
assumed to be equal
value was arrived at
to
by
pretensioning the seating bolt with a calibrated torque
wrench. Additional shear resistance was assumed to be
provided by both the tee (including bolts) and the deck
(concrete and rebars), this resistance was not measured. The
shear resistance of the remaining subassembly was assumed to
be equal to the difference between the applied load and the
shear resisted by the AC. It should be noted that as the
applied load exceeds the elastic limit of the system, the
correlation will no longer be valid. Due to the complex
nature of this system, (ie. the coupling action of inelastic
rotation, inelastic vertical and horizontal deformations, and
the unknown interaction behavior of the AC) further
correlation can not be reported within the scope of this
experimental program.
Although this redistribution behavior may influence the
connections shear resistance slightly, it did not appear to
effect the overall moment-rotation behavior of the connection
performance. This behavior can be minimized by simply
introducing vertical shear forces equal to the maximum
service shearing load that the connection will experience or
simply design the other connecting elements to be able to
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withstand the additional shearing forces due to this
redistribution phenomenon.
Another solution could be to simply modify the
connectors design at the bottom of the tenon such that it
would bear against the bottom of the mortise. This mortise
would then transmit all the shearing forces directly into the
column wall. This bearing condition (if desired so) would
occur only after a specified value of seating (relating to
shear force) has occurred. The final pretensioning of the
seating bolt would still be accomplished to ensure positive
engagement which would prevent- uplift during the steel
erection.
5.2.6 COMPARISON STUDY
At the start of this research program, an attempt was
made to develop a stiffer connection that could provide at
least the same amount ductility as earlier research performed
by Rosa [76]. At the same time, the intention was to begin
to provide the designers with selection of PRCCs that would
suit their needs. The research track taken was to simply
parallel the extensive PRCC research program that was
undertaken at the University of Minnesota [Refs. 13-18].
Initially, Rosa developed the first ATLSS PRCC with a
specific moment-rotation characteristics. The intentions of
this program was then developed another connection choice for
designers, one being flexible (Rosa) and the other relatively
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much stiffer. As the program developed, the process of
providing a rough but good prediction came about which could
make available a method for designers to cater their design.
This section discusses the results of the PRCC moment-
rotation behavior relative to other PRCCs tested.
A comprehensive study on the behavior of partially
restrained composite connections was undertaken at the
University of Minnesota which was directed by Leon (to when
this author is greatly appreciative for his personal
assistance). There were a total of four types of PRCC with
varying degrees of stiffness and strength tested. Figures
5.20 through 5.23 show the details of the connections use in
their study. The connections moment rotation curves for Type
1,2, and 3 were taken from monotonic tests, while Type 4 was
extrapolated from the negative moment envelope of a cyclic
test. This collective experimental data from the University
of Minnesota's study was performed by Rosa [76].
Rosa also tested a partially restrained composite
connection which is shown in Fig. 5.24. Figure 5.19
illustrates the non-dimensional Moment/~-Rotationcomparison
that was developed by Rosa. Superimposed in this graph and
labeled "PROPOSED PRCC", is the non-dimensional plot of the
connections response tested in this study. The graph shows
the behavioral characteristics of six partially restrained
composite connections with varying degrees of stiffness.
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The summary of the results from the test are shown
below. The data illustrates the following: maximum rotation
(SMA){) of each connection in mRads, the relative secant
stiffness with respect to the proposed PRCC evaluated at 2.5
mRads (K2.5 REL)' and the relative strength of the other
connection to the strength of the proposed PRCC at 10 mRads
Connection ID SMA){ K2 . 5 REL RIOrnRad
Type 1 39 .70 .69
TYPE 2 13 1. 05 .87
TYPE 3 39 .62 .58
TYPE 4 10 .46 .36
ATLSS 2 (ROSA) 53 .57 .64
PROPOSED PRCC 73 1. 00 1. 00
Figure 5.25 shows all the specimens in a combined graph
for the readers convenience. The values provided above are
close approximation to the values provided by Rosa. Credit
for the graphs should go to Rosa for this portion of the
research.
All of the connections above show from good to excellent
ductility. It would appear from the comparisons shown, that
the AC provide an additional amount of ductility to a
connection. This may be because the AC is not hard connected
to the column (not welded or bolted).
should be perform on this subject.
Future comparisons
The proposed connection does show a nearly equivalent
stiffness and performance as the Type 2 connection which is
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considered to be very stiff. The key point to notice, is
that as the connection continue to rotated, it has clearly
shown evidence of developing larger moments than the steel
beam by itself. This would force the plastic hinge to form
in the girder while still protecting the column.
5.3 CYCLIC CRUCIFORM TEST
5.3.1 TEST PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The cyclic test program was designed to evaluate the
connection performance when subjected to reverse cyclic
loading. This type of loading is called "wracking", and
would occur when the structures is subjected to lateral
loadings such as wind and seismic events. The test program
follows the guidelines recommended by Applied Technology
Council's document titled, "Guidelines For Cyclic Seismic
Testing of Components of Steel Structures" - ATC 24 [37].
The test procedure is a "slow cyclic test". This
implies that the load or deformation cycles imposed on a test
specimen are slow, controlled, and predetermined. Dynamic
effects as well as rate of deformation effects are not
considered. This testing method has its limitations in
acquiring these dynamic effects because it distorts the
structure's real time behavior which does not permit the
simulation of certain dynamic effects such as modal effects
and damping.
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Cyclic test are useful in providing basic information
about a subassembly's behavior, including data on strength
and stiffness characteristics, deformation capacities, cyclic
hardening or softening effects, and deterioration behavior at
large deformations.
The data reported in this document has been focused on
a limited amount of behavioral properties due to the time
limitation allotted for this report. Therefore the overall
performance of the cruciform specimen is discussed with a
concentration of the important aspects of the cyclic tests
results and observations. Following reports will be issued
that will contain more information about the above mentioned
structural properties.
5.3.2 TEST PARAMETERS
Figure 5.26 shows the basic definitions of the
parameters and definitions used throughout this discussion.
This figure was created by combining excerpts from ATC-24
[39]. This figure will conveniently assist the reader with
the nomenclature used.
This test provides information with regards to the
cruciforms behavior. The cyclic cruciforms behavior shown in
this section provides insight as to the performance of the
PRCC: strength, stiffness, deformation capacities, cyclic
stiffness hardening and softening, and will also illustrate
the connections deterioration behavior at large deformations.
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The basic unit in this test is known as an excursion.
An excursion is the load or deformation history unit that
starts and finishes at zero load, and contains a loading and
unloading branch (see Fig 5.26). The performance assessment
should be based on the best yield value, which may be
available only after completion of the test. The first yield
noticeable yield occur around 80 kN at the actuator. This
corresponded to approximately 12.5 mm at the inflection
point. This will be discussed later.
5.3.3 TEST SETUP AND LOADING PROCEDURES
The test setup used was basically the same as that used
in the monotonic test with the exception of a cross bracing
element being added to the test frame. This was deemed
necessary because of the high shearing force in the column
which induced bolt slippage in the upper and lower hinge
assemblies early in the test program. Additional welding was
also performed near the bolted sections to prevent future
slipping in the fixture during the test.
Initially, the test procedure conducted used force
control parameter at approximately 1/2 Py at the inflection
points. Where Py is equal to 1/2 the elastic yield force of
the cruciform specimen. This value was found to be
approximately equal to 40 kN with a corresponding deflection
of 6 mm on the negative moment side. It was anticipated that
the cruciform specimen would yield first in the rebars on the
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side subjected to negative moment. It was for this reason
that the west girder side was completely instrumented and
loaded downward first (shown in Fig. 5.27 and Photo 5.4).
The next phase of the program requir~d loading which was
close to 3/4 Py. This corresponded to approximately 60 kN
and 9 rom on the negative moment side. This value would then
be used to extrapolate a yield displacement by multiplying
the 3/4dy by 4/3. This value would give a close test
approximation to the yield deformation denoted as dy, which
is defined as the "yield deformation". d y is deduced from
measurements or predicted analytically. The remainder of the
test parameter was controlled by displacement. A tabular
representation of the cyclic test program is shown below
(loading phase terminology was
simplicity) :
introduced here for
Loading Phase TEST Procedure
1/2 1 cycle at 1/2Py
2 cycles repeated at 1/2Py deformation
3/4 1 cycle at 3/4Py
2 cycles repeated at 3/4Py deformation
1 3 cycles at 1dy
2 2 cycles at 2dy
3 2 cycles at 3dy
n 2 cycles at ndy
(all cycles after 1dy were be repeated 2 times)
The test required the cruciform specimen to be monitored
by an external referencing system. This was accomplished by
monitoring the specimen carefully at the early stages of the
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test while controlling the displacement of the point of load
application with the used of trim pods. The instrumentation
used for the cyclic test is shown in Fig. 5.27. Strain
gages were placed on the rebars, AC and Tee in order to
monitor and determined the point of first yield. Clip gages
were placed at the same location as the rebars strain gages
in order to determined the strains (forces) in the rebars for
the inelastic deformation range.
The connection rotations for the cyclic test as with the
monotonic were measured by taking the difference between the
columns rotation and the beams rotation. The tilt meters for
the beams was located 178 mm away from the tubular columns
face and the tilt meter on the column was center on the side
wall of the tube. The author's research did not find any
consistent guidelines in locating the rotation
instrumentation to provide in accurate and consistent
database to compare with other PRCC specimens, therefore the
locations of the tiltmeter were based on the following three
criteria:
1) The University of Minnesota measured their connection
rotation at a distance of 12 inches away from the column
face. The prototype building used in this thesis was
initially based on their bay widths and story heights. The
composite girders chosen for this study were roughly the same
scantling sizes when scaled down. Thus, by applying the
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scale factor of .5844, the distance of 178 mrn is very close
to their test setup.
2) The value represented 1/2 of the composites girder
depth. This value seemed reasonable because this whole
region in considered to be within a highly disturbed region
where plane section remaining plane assumption is no longer
valid (beam theory). This location was also close to the
extreme point where this disturbed region (strut and tie
models) in the concrete is assumed to end (width of the
column face for this case).
3) The PRCC active components (ie. bolts, AC, TEE, and
a few studs) were within this measured distance. This
criterion was important because it meant that any so-called
connection slippage at the joint would be included in the
cruciform joint rotation measurement.
This measured distance was identical to that used in the
monotonic test connection rotation determination.
5.3.4 DISCUSSION OF CYCLIC TEST
Figures 5.28 through 5.31 show the preliminary results
of the West Girder's hysteretic behavior. The negative
values for this sign convention represent one of the
following: a negative applied load means that the specimen
is being pushed in the downward direction, similar for
negative moment values meaning the induced moment is
developed by an applied load acting downward at a distance of
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880 rom. The deformation in the negative direction means the
specimen is below the original undeformed specimens starting
position at the beginning of the cyclic test. A negative
connection rotation is defined as the difference between the
column's rotation and the beam's rotation being less than the
original position (90 0 )
Figure 5.28 shows the hysteresis loops from an initial
undeformed state to a maximum 8~y due to positive loading.
~y is defined as the deformation in the cruciform specimen at
the point of initial yielding. For the cyclic test, ~y was
determined to be equal to 12.5 rom when subjected to negative
loading. The specimen was eventually displaced to 10~y in
negative moment after severe damage was notice a 9~y. Figure
5.29 shows a hysteretic behavior with a focus on the behavior
of up to 4~Yf this plot is shown because current code
specification require so called "Ordinary Moment Frames", to
show evidence of developing a deflection amplification factor
Cd of 4 [34]. The experiment and plot show that the
connection is capable of qualifying as such a connection.
This connection provides an excellent means of dissipating
energy. Figure 5.28 shows that the reserve connections
capacity is far more ductile than required (reaching a
maximum of 10~y on the negative loading prior to the
termination of the test end) .
The rotational hysteretic behavior is shown in Figs.
5.30 and 5.31. The moment-rotational behavior of the cyclic
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test is shown up to 5ay (this value is a rough estimation at
this time). This plot was included for a general
understanding of the rotational behavior of the joint when
subjected to cyclic loading. Further data reduction of the
test will be performed in later reports that will provide
information regarding the connection stiffness yield
displacements, limit states capacities, and hysteretic energy
qissipation. Photo 5.5 through 5.7 show how the PRCC was
capable of developing its energy dissipating mechanism. This
mechanism consisted of the following composite joint
elements: reinforced deck, AC, and Tee. In the low loading
range, the structural elements did not show any evidence of
any permanent deformation.
Observations can be made in regards to the overall
cruciforms behavior when compared to that of the monotonic
test. The ultimate capacity of the connection was less than
that of the monotonic test in negative moment. This was
believed to occur for two reasons:
The first reason was due to a transitional period that
the rebars needed to undergo in order to develop the tensile
forces in the slab. This was later shown to caused the AC on
the negative moment side to develop its tensile forces
earlier as the slabs became disturbed near the column face
(Photo 5.15 shows this behavior).
The second reason for this behavior may be due to the
fact that the monotonic cruciform did not experience any
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disturbed regions within the system. The monotonic specimen
was capable of developing its tensile forces in the rebar
immediately without any lag in response. The cyclic
specimens load path was different than the monotonic
specimen. This load path of the cyclic specimen is
illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The load path was different for the
monotonic test because the type of loading did not
incorporate the concrete compressive bearing strength on the
column flange. Only the concretes initial tensile strength
was available in the monotonic test, once the slab cracked,
the load was redistributed to the rebars. In addition, the
cyclic specimen experienced local chord face yielding in the
tube's flange as the compression strut of the disturbed
concrete region beared against the columns flange locally
during positive moment applications. It is strongly believed
that this effect was minimized with the addition of the AC
near this region. It was also noticed that as the load was
reversed (from positive to negative moment), the AC provided
a means of restraightening the local deformation in the chord
face back to its original undeformed position. This
phenomena was slightly observable to the eye at around SAy.
The pinching behavior is typical for reinforced concrete
specimens. This effect was due to cracks in the slab, and
separations of the concrete from the column flange. Because
the concrete could not develop its compressive force until
the separations in the slab closed. The behavior, shown in
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Figs. 5.28 through 5.30, is considered to be typical for a
concrete connection system that is subjected to cyclic
loading due to concrete crushing and then developing a zone
that mayor may not contribute to the resistance during a
return excursion. In the tested specimen, the are of the
reinforcement in the deck slab is equal to O. 59%-. This
amount of reinforcement is considered to be on the lower side
for PRCC. The addition of the AC near the top of the
composite deck did significantly improved the cyclic
performance by minimizing the pinching behavior.
At higher peaked excursions (6dy and above) as shown in
Photos 5.8 and 5.9, excessive damage began to occur around
the slab/column flange region. This behavior eventually
began to tear the tubular columns chord face locally as shown
in Photos 5.16 and 5.17. The AC continued to returned the
locally deformed column face to its original position when
subjected to negative moments. This behavior could be
utilized to provide additional energy dissipation for special
conditions.
In conclusion, the amount of ductility shown in this
PRCC was excellent and the tearing behavior occurred at an
extremely large deformation that would not be seen under
normal conditions. This test was designed to bring the
specimen to its ultimate limit as illustrated. If this
tearing was to be eliminated, then the designer could opt to
add angle stiffeners up to the top of the concrete to stiffen
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this region. Although this author does not see the need to
do so after personally witnessing the tremendous amount of
ductility available in the system prior to this local chord
face yielding.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 SUMMARY
The main objective of this thesis was to provide a
method for practicing engineers and fabricators to design and
construct a cost-effective structural framing system that
utilizes a partially restrained composite connection (PRCC)
using the ATLSS Connector and tubular columns.
This goal was accomplished by conducting a the research
program which included four 4 interrelated topics that
provided crucial data allowing further development of
partially restrained composite connection studied in this
thesis.
The research consisted of performing a local parametric
study on subassemblies in order to obtain their structural
properties and to understand their behavior. The assumptions
and analytical models used to develop the PRCC were
discussed. The models and newly developed design procedures
were used to design an unbraced low-rise prototype building
and PRCC. A scaled down cruciform specimen was then designed
and constructed using the proposed methods. These interior
cruciform connections were tested with under both monotonic
and cyclic loads to study their behavior and to verify the
analytical models developed.
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6.2 CONCLUSIONS
Based on the research performed in this thesis, the
following conclusions may be made:
1) The proposed PRCC provides a very cost-effective
alternative to a noncomposite moment resistant
frames.
2) The semi-empirical models developed for the local
AC subassemblies does provide a good prediction to
its behavior. The use of these models should be
limited to subassemblies with similar geometries
because of the limited range of parameters tested.
that can conservatively predict the moment-rotation
characteristics using an exponential model up to 20
mRads (this is well within the range needed for
design). This connection was capable of developing
the full plastic moment capacity of a steel girder.
4) Placement of the AC towards the top on the beam
minimized the pinching that is so common with
reinforced concrete structures.
5) A simple but reliable design technique was
introduced that would allow the practicing engineer
to design PRCC systems for low-rise structures.
This method is simple, easy to use, and only
requires the use of a personal computer that has a
basic linear elastic structural design/analysis
progr·am.
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6) The maximum negative moment developed in the
connection was 1.73Mp for gravity loaded systems.
7) The maximum reverse cyclic loading capacity for the
connection was 1.10Mp for positively applied moment
and 1.25Mp for negatively applied moment.
8) The PRCC was capable of developing a rotational
ductility ratio (~6) equal to 14.5 and for gravity
loaded systems and preliminary results show
excellent capacity for reverse cyclic loadings.
9) The results show that the PRCC has sufficient
stiffness and ductility to qualify as an Ordinary
Moment Frame connection.
10) The proposed PRCC can effectively dissipates energy
when subjected to cyclic loadings.
Further evaluation will be performed in later reports
that will discuss more about the cyclic behavior of the PRCC.
6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The proposed PRCC shows considerable promise for use as
an unbraced structural framing system in low-rise buildings.
Future research and development that could be performed to
further this research topic is suggested below:
1) Continuation of the local parametric study with
variations in the ratio of the mortise to chord
face of the tube (variations in Pl and P2)' This
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study could also include filling the tubes with
concrete in order to further enhance the behavior
of the connection.
2) Continuation of the local parametric study with a
focus on the local subassembly I s interaction (AC on
tubular columns) behavior due to variable load
effects (eg. shear with tension, shear with
moment) .
3) Development of a finite element model which can use
all the results from the local parametric study in
Chapter 2 and can provide a further understanding
of the behavior of the AC on tubular members.
These models and future permutations of them could
cost effectively investigate a wide range of
subassemblies. The final product would provide a
design guidance sheet in tabular format for a
diverse spectrum of subassemblies. This would
simplify and expedite the tasks of design/analysis
for the practicing engineer.
4) Modifications in the AC can include making one
larger flute on the mortise rather than two.
Another possibility could introduce a backing plate
(with bolting capability) during the casting
process in order to reduce production cost. This
backing plate could also be utilized as a chord
face doubler plate which may provide consistent
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engineering properties by eliminating the variation
of the influences of tube wall thicknesses.
5) Redesign the tenon so that it has only one tenon
arm instead of two. This would eliminate the need
for shims and provide a more universal connector.
6) Development of a tubular cast node or sleeve that
will incorporate the mortise into the casting.
This will enhance the construction process of
column-to-column connection and may result in a
more uniform behavior at the connection.
7) Dynamic behavior of the connection system should be
investigated in order to fully evaluate the
behavior and properties in a "real time" seismic
event.
8) Incorporation this connection into an eccentrically
braced framing system (or others, also see Fig. 6.1
for shear link potential) which would provide a
means to design and construct a cost-effective mid-
rise to high-rise framing system.
9) Investigation into the influence of the connection
on the stability of the columns as the connection
begins to act when inelastic and pinching behavior
occurs. The research could also study the second-
order effects in determining the ultimate capacity
of the framing system.
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10) A similar local parametric study could be performed
on wide flange columns in'order to determine their
influence on the subassemblies behavior.
11) Development an exterior moment connection that
still maintains the "Systems Approach" by
introducing a product like the stud guide (shown in
Fig. 6.1). This would eliminate very cumbersome
exterior reinforcement, while still being able to
utilize the self -guiding, self - aligning features of
the AC without losing the improved tolerance
features. Current research has been showing that
an exterior PRCC may not be feasible, therefore,
this concept could prove most advantageous.
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203mm x203mm x(4.76,6.35,7.95,9.53)
203mm x203mm x7.95mm
203mm x203mm x7.95mm
Table 2.1
Chemical Composition of HSLA-80 AC Casting
(Heat Analysis)
Heat C Mn P S Si Cr Ni Mo Cu Nb
Plate .04 .57 .013 .002 .255 .71 .85 .179 1.12 .045
C3 .03 .43 .018 .004 .32 .93 .96 .20 1. 06 .06
C4 .03 .40 .018 .004 .53 .95 .96 .21 1. 08 .06
Table 2.2
Mechanical Properties of HSLA-80 AC Casting
(Test Block)
Specimen Yield Tensile Total Reduction
Strength Strength Elongation of Area
(Ksi) (Ksi) (%- ) ( %- )
C3-3Q1 72 .3 86.3 23.8 65.0
C3-3Q2 76.8 89.4 21.7 65.9
C4-4Q1 74.1 88.7 24.4 60.8
C4-4Q2 75.6 89.6 25.7 71. 0
Table 2.3
Charpy Impact Energy (ft-lb) of HSLA-80 AC Casting
(Test Block)
Specimen 70 0 F 00 F -50 0 F -750 F -1000 F
C3 110 99 37 40 4
120 97 64 11 4.5
138 4
C4 86 45.5 35 14 9
97 49 41.5 22 30
99 6
NOTES:
Specimen C3 and C4 were quenched and aged at a temperature
of 12000 F.
Test results are presented in the units that they were
initially evaluated and reported.
The particular AC's reported here, were used in the
following tests:
Moment Test-
Tension Test-
Compression Test-
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Table 2.4
Material Properties of Specimens Tested to Study
Local Behavior
Test Tube Tube ATLSS
Description Sizes Properties Connnector
(mm x mm x mm) Fy/Fu (MPa) a Fy/Fu (MPa)b
Shear 203x203x4.8 377/462 579/653
Shear 203x203x6;4 412/520 579/653
Shear 203x203x8 412/492 579/653
Shear 203x203x9.5 463/548 579/653
Tension 203x203x4.8 377/462 644/723
Tension 203x203x6.4 412/520 644/7 23
Tension 203x203x8 412/492 516/615
Tension 203x203x9.5 463/548 644/723
Compression 203x203x4.8 377/462 516/611
Compression 203x203x6.4 412/520 516/611
Compression 203x203x8 412/492 514/606
Compression 203x203x9.5 463/548 516/611
Moment 203x203x4.8 377/462 514/606
Moment 203x203x6.4 412/520 514/615
Moment 203x203x8 412/492 514/606
Moment 203x203x9.5 463/548 514/606
a Material Properties were obtained from the supplier's
mechanical test reports. The structural tubing was
fabricated in accordance to ASTM A 500-89 (Grade B) .
b Material properties for the ATLSS Connectors were
evaluated by taking a tensile coupon from a cast test block
that was subjected to the same material treatment processes
as the AC's used in the study.
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Table 2.5
Local Parametric Shear Study
Summary of Results
Tube Size Strength Modeled Initial Mode of Failure and
(mmxmmxmm) PE/PVLT Strength Stiffness Comments(kN) (kN) /Eg. KINt (kN/mm)
see note 1
203x203x4.8 150/320 258/2-10 43 Local Chord Face
Tube Yielding
203x203x6.4 250/375 380/2-2 47 Shear Yielding of AC
With Slight Post
Chord Face Yielding
203x203x8 240/375 380/2-2 50 Shear Yielding of AC
203x203x9.5 260/400 380/2-2 60 Shear Yielding of AC
Note 1: The lnltlal stlttness was evaluated for each subassembly by
using the APPLIED LOAD vs. DISPLACEMENT D1 plots (Figs 2.3,
2.8, 2.9, and 2.12 for 4.8, 6.4, 8, and 9.5 respectively).
The limits used consisited of using the elastic range which
was considered to be just after the seating bolts
pretenstion was exceeded and prior to any significant
softening.
Table 2.6
Local Parametric Compression Study
Summay of Results
Tube Size Strength Modeled Initial Mode of Failure and
(mmxmmxmm) PE/PVLT Strength Stiffness Comments(kN) (kN) /Eg. KINt (kN/mm)
see note 2
203x203x4.8 140/210 178/2-12 50 Buckling of Tubes
Side Walls.
203x203x6.4 250/340 362/2-11 68 Shear Failure of
Tube Adjacent to the
Side of the Mortise.
203x203x8 330/510 453/2-11 92 Shear Failure of
Tube Adjacent to the
Side of the Mortise.
203x203x9.5 460/700 604/2-11 93 Shear Failure of
Tube Adjacent to the
Side of the Mortise.
ate L: The lnltlal stlffness was evaluated or each subaSsembly byN
using the APPLIED LOAD vs. DISPLACEMENT 01 plots (Figs.
2.17,2.21,2.25, and 2.29 for 4.8, 6.4, 8, and 9.5
respectively). The limits used consisited of using the
elastic range which was considered to be just after the
seating bolts pretenstion was exceeded or at start of
linear load resistance and prior to any significant
softening.
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Table 2.7
Local Parametric Tension Study
Summary of Results
Tube Size Strength Modeled Initial Mode of Failure and
(mmxmmxmm ) PE/PULT Strength Stiffness Comments(kN) (kN) /Eq. KINt (kN/mm)
see note 3
203x203x4.8 115/190 88/2-13 38 Initial Chord Face
Yielding with Post
Yielding of Side
Wall.
203x203x6.4 185/275 170/2-13 50 Initial Chord Face
Yielding with Slight
Post Yielding of
Side Wall.
203x203x8 185/310 266/2-13 50 Chord Face Yielding.
203x203x9.5 290/510 422/2-13 83 Chord Face Yielding.
Note 3: The lnltla~ stltfness was eva~uated tor eaCh sUbassemb~y by
using the APPLIED MOMENT vs. DISPLACEMENT 01 plots (Figs.
2.35, 2.39, 2.43, and 2.47 for 4.8, 6.4, 8, and 9.5
respectively). The limits used consisited of using the
elastic range which was considered to be just after the
seating bolts pretenstion was exceeded or at start of
linear load resistance and prior to any significant
softening.
Table 2.8
Local Parametric Moment Study
Summary of Results
y y
using the APPLIED LOAD vs. DISPLACEMENT D1 plots (Figs.
2.53,2.56,2.59, and 2.62 for 4.8,6.4,8, and 9.5
respectively). The limits used consisited of using the
elastic range which was considered to be just after the
seating bolts pretenstion was exceeded or at start of
linear load resistance and prior to any significant
softening.
Tube Size Strength Modeled Initial Mode of Failure and
(mmxmmxmm) ME/MoLT Strength Stiffness Comments
(kN-m) kN-m /Eq. KINt
kN-mm/mRad
see note 4
203x203x4.8 4/11.5 5.9/2-14 240 Local Chord Face
Yielding.
203x203x6.4 10/13 11.4/2-14 320 Necking Along the AC
Net Section due to
Bending Stresses.
203x203x8 10/13 17.8/2-14 400 Necking Along the AC
Net Section due to
Bending Stresses.
203x203x9.5 10/13 28.2/2-14 500 Necking Along the AC
Net Section due to
Bending Stresses.
Note 4: The lnltlal stltfness was evaluated for each subassembl b
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Table 3.1
Connection Fixity Influence on a
Uniformly Loaded Single Span Girder.
Connection Fixed End Center Span Center Span
Fixity Moment Moment Deflection
100% WL 2 /12 WL 2 /24 WL1 /384EI
75% WL 2 /16 WL 2 /16 "'2WL1 /384EI
50% WL 2 /24 WL 2 /12 3WL4 /384EI
0% 0 WL 2 /8 5WL4 /384EI
Table 3.2
Suggested Nelson Headed Anchor Sizes
Connection Type (Ref. (77])
Primary Connection Secondary Connection
% x4%
and 6%
%x4%
thru 8%
% x 69/'6
and 83/ 16
3/4 X 63/'6
thru 83/'6
?fax 73/ 16
and 7/8 x 83/'6
% X4'/8
and 6%
%x 4%
thru 81/ 8
% x 69/ 16
and 83/ 16
3/4 X 63/ 16
thru 83/ 16
7/8 x 73/ 16
and %x 83/ 16
3/BX4 '/B
and 6%
% x 4%
thru 8%
%x 69/ 16
and 83j16
3/4 X 63/ 16
th ru 83j, 6
%X 73j'6
and %x 83/'6
% x4%
and 6%
'/2 x 55/'6
% X 69/'6
3/4 X 63/ 16
thru 83/'6
7/8 x 73/'6
and 83/'6
Two Way One Way Two Way One Way No Add.
Reinforcing Reinforcing Reinforcing Reinforcing Reinforcing
"Partially
"Single Acting" Redundant" "All Types Fully Redundant"
'. -vi:; '2%"::; ......• :..,' Y2 x'2Va'.',· Y;:X2V8T~;f7i'YilX'2Y~~~~<iii!%2'Yi~
.":thru 4Ya;':,";':i and)Va\:, and3 %':5·};1."X;;;~j;~·;~i!~~~;~1.;{fl7i~tf4{t\.".
%x 2~~16i)<:%x..21V16.:: % X21YJ6·:~)~N8,:.~~~}¥1,~~;){f~'~o/t;i}@U1~S~~;!,;~}_~i~,r~;!,i;~t1;l~'j~llillll
.~%)( 55/iii:;, % x 4% % x 3% % x 3% % x 3%
,S/a"x69/{i;;,' 3/4 x 43/ 16 % X 3"/'6 3/4 X 43/ 16 % X 53/'6%'x'5~'~:,', and 53116 thru 5 3/ 16 and 5 3/ 16 7/8 X 63/ 16
arid 63J~6'>' 7/8 X 5 3/ 16 ?fax 43/ 16 ?fa X 5 3/ 16
7fax 67'16: and 631,6 thru 63/ 16 and 63/ 16
and 7%6 .
3/~ x 4%
and 6%
112 x6%
thru 8 1/8
%x 83/'6
3/4 X 73/'6
and 83/ 16
?fax 83/'6
Semi-
Ductile
Brittle
Failure Mode
Ductile
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Table 3.1
Connection Fixity Influence on a
Uniformly Loaded Single Span Girder.
connection Fixed End Center Span Center Span
Fixity Moment Moment Deflection
100%" WL 2 /12 WL 2 /24 WL1 /384EI
75%" WL 2 /16 WL 2 /16 <=<2WL 4 /384EI
50%" WL 2 /24 WL 2 /12 3WL4 /384EI
0% 0 WL 2 /8 5WL4 /384EI
Table 3.2
Suggested Nelson Headed Anchor Sizes
Connection Type ( Ref. [77] J
Primary Connection Secondary Connection
Two Way One Way Two Way One Way No Add.
Reinforcing Reinforcing Reinforcing Reinforcing Reinforcing
"Partially
"Single Acting" Redundant" "All Types Fully Redundant"
%x 2 1/8 %x2% 1/2 x 2% % x 21j;~.; ·%;X.·.~.W:.~·:
Failure Mode thru 41j8 and 3% and 3%%x 211j16 % X2 11/16 % X2 11j16 % X211j16 .5/8 X211H6;.
Brittle % x 31'16 % X33/16 314 X31'16 % X33/16. %. X~:Y16;' .".•~thru 4 3/16 and 311/16 and 3 11j16 thru 43/16;~\
lfa x 3 11j16 7/8 X311/16 lfa X3 11/16 7/8 X3'Y16 7/a X 311/16 ~!~~
thru 53/16 and 43116 and 41'16.'
.. thru..~3/'6:~:<-
%x 55/16 % x4% %x3'/a '/2 x 3% % x 3 1/S
Semi- %x 69/16 14 X43/'6 3/, X3"/'6 3/4 X43/16 3/4 X51,6
Ductile % x 53/16 and 53/'6 thru 53/,6 and 53/16 7/sx 63j'6
and 61'16 1s x 51,6 ?/~ x 40/16 7/S X53/'6
lfs X63116 and 63/16 thru 6 3/16 and 6 3/'6
and 73/16
3/~ x 4 % 1s X4'/8 3/s x 41/6 3/S x 41/8 % X41/8
and 6'/8 and 6 1/S and 6'/s and 61/B and 6'/5
'12 x 6'/8 '/z x 5"/, 6 1/2 x 41/S '/z x 41/S '/z x 4 '/8
thru 8 '/8 % X69/16 thru 8is thru 8% thru 8%
Ductile % x 83/'6 3/" X63/16 % X69/'6 % X69/16 % X69116
3/" X73/'6 thru 83/;6 and 83/'6 and 83/'6 and 83/, 6
and 81,6 %x 731,6 314 X6 3/16 3/4 X63/16 .1(, X63/, (,7/8 x 83/16 and 83/16 thru 83/16 th ru 83/16 thru 83/11)
'18x 7116 7/8 X73/,6 ~'8 x T1;6
and 7/8 x 83;'6 and 7/8 x 8Y'6 and '15 x 83;'6
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Table 4.1
Prototype Building Descriptions
Building Description
ID
Building Rigid Connections
#1 Non-Composite Flooring
Girders Fy =345 MPa (W21x62)
WF Columns Fy = 345 MPa
5 Stories At 3.96m Each
Bays 2x6 (7.82m X 7.82m)
Building Rigid Connections
#2 Non-Composite Flooring
Girders Fy =248 MPa (W21x62)
Tubular Columns Fy = 317 MPa
5 Stories At 3.96m Each
Bays 2x6 (7.82m X 7.82m)
Building PRCC
#3 Composite Flooring
Girders Fy =248 MPa (W21x44)
Tubular Columns Fy = 317 MPa
5 Stories At 3.96m Each
Bays 2x6 (7.82m X 7.82m)
Building PRCC
#4 Composite Flooring
Girders Fy =248 MPa (W21x44)
Tubular Columns Fy = 317 MPa
5 Stories At 3.96m Each
Bays 2x6 (7.82m X 7.82m)
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Loading
L=4 . 79 kN/m2
D=2 . 63 kN/m2
Lr =0.57 kN/m2
Dr =1.44 kN/m2
S=O.96 kN/m2
C=0.72 kN/m2
P=O.96 kN/m2
L=4 . 79 kN/m2
D=3 .35 kN/m2
Lr =0.57 kN/m2
Dr =1.20 kN/m2
S=0.96 kN/m2
C=0.72 kN/m2
P=O.96 kN/m2
L=4 . 79 kN/m2
D=3 .35 kN/m2
Lr =0.57 kN/m2
Dr =1.20 kN/m2
S=0.96 kN/m2
C=O.72 kN/m2
P=0.96 kN/m2
L=4 . 79 kN/m2
D=3 . 35 kN/m2
Lr =0.57 kN/m2
Dr =1.20 kN/m2
S=0.96 kN/m2
C=O.72 kN/m2
P=0.96 kN/m2
Comments 'and
References
Building
design was
taken from
Reference
[6]. The load
combination
used was from
group 1.
The load
combination
used was from
group 2.
Replaced WF
columns with
Hollow shaped
columns.
Designed in
accordance
with proposed
design
procedure in
Chapter 3
(group 2 LC)
Designed with
PRCC actual
monotonic M-B
curve.
The secant
stiffness at
2.5 mRad was
used.
(group 2 LC)
Table 4.2
Load Combinations For Prototype Buildings
DESIGN GROUP 1 LOAD COMBINATIONS:
AISC - [Reference 29]
[A4-2] 1.2D + 1.6L + 0.5Lr[A4 - 3] 1. 2D + 1. 6L + O. 8W
[A4 - 4] 1. 2D + O. 5L + 1. 3W + O. 5L r[A4-6] 0.9D + 1.3W
NEHRP - [Reference 34]
[A4-2] 1.15D + L + 0.7Lr + E[A4-2] O. 85D + E
Live Load Reduction: 33% was applied to the girders.
Wind Load: Importance Factor =1 at 128.8 km/h.
Earthquake Parameters: Exposure Group I, Performance
Category C, Av=O.l, Aa=O.l, S=l, parameters based on an
Ordinary Moment Frame.
The design parameter were based on an office building
located at Bethlehem, PA.
DESIGN GROUP 2 LOAD COMBINATIONS:
AISC - [References 29,30]
[3-1] 1.4D
[3-2] 1.2D + 1.6L + 0.5 (L r or S or R')[3-3] 1.2D + 1.6(Lr or S or R') + (O.5L or 0.8W)[3-4] 1.2D + 1.3W + 0.5L + O.5(Lr or S or R')[3-5] 1.2D ± 1.0E + 0.5L + 0.2S
[3-6] 0.9D ± (1.0E or 1.3W)
[3-7] 1.2D + 0.5L + 0.2S ± 0.4RxE
[3 - 8] O. 9D± 0 .4RxE
Live Load Reduction: 33% was applied to the girders.
Wind Load: Importance Factor =1 at 128.8 km/h.
Earthquake parameters: Exposure Group I, Performance
Category C, Av=O.l, Aa=O.l, S=2 (Soil Profile (S)=2 was
chosen as worst case when the soil condition is not
known) ,Cd =4, R=4.5, parameters were based on an Ordinary
Moment Frame.
The design parameters were based on an office building
located at Bethlehem, PA.
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Table 5.1
Material Properties for Cruciform Tests
I Cruciform I
Monotonic I
Cyclic ITest
AC HSLA - SO Cas ting HSLA-SO
Casting
Fy/Fu 556/628 556/628
Bolts 3/4" Dia. 3/4" Dia.
AC ASTM-A325 ASTM-A325
Bolts 5/8" Dia. 5/8" Dia.
Tee-To-Beam ASTM-A325 ASTM-A325
Twist-Off Blind 22mm Dia. 22mm Dia.
Bolts Huck is planning on Huck is planning on
Huck qualify the TBB as qualify the TBB as
International A325s. A325s.
Inc.
Beam W12x19 ASTM A36 ASTM A36
Fy/Fu Flange 278/447 278/447
Fy/Fu Web 314/456 314/456
Concrete 4000 psi with 4000 psi with
1B Stone Mix 1B Stone Mix
F' c/Ec 36.5/24.8E3 37.9/-
Tubular ASTM ASOO-89 ASTM ASOO-S9
Columns 8-xS-x5/16- Grade B S-xS-x5/16- Grade B
Fy/Fu 379/480 379/480
Column ASTM-A572-50 ASTM-A572-50
Stiffeners 4-x4-x5/1G-L 4-x4-x5/16-L
Fy/Fu 423/556 423/556
Reinforcing ASTM A615 ASTM A615
Bars GR.60, #3 GR.60, #3
Fy/Fu 479/743 479/743
Shear Studs ASTM AIOS ASTM A10S
ASTM A370 ASTM A370
3/S-x2-S/S- 3/S-x2-5/S-
Fy/Fu 503/634 503/634
1. The y~eld and ult~mate stress have been reported ~n MPa, and
have been determined either by manufacturers material test reports or
actual tests conducted at ATLSS.
2. Material specifications with their appropriate designation
has for each structural component used in the cruciform tests is
shown.
3. The metal form deck used the cruciform tests were United
Steel Decks UF1X 22Ga.
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Table 5.2
Structural properties
Specimen Prototype Cruciform Tested
Building
Girder W21x44 W12x19
Fy 248 MPa See Table 5.1
Mp 388 kN-M 114.6 kN-M
Column 12"x12"x1/2" 8"x8"x5/16"
Fy 317 MPa 379 MPa
Mp 495 kN-M 166 kN-M
fl 27.6 MPa 36.5 MPac
b eff 1956 mm 1143 mm
I WLB 744x10 6 mm4 110x10 6 mm4
I LB
+ 913x10 6 mm4 137X10 6 mm4
I LB
- 490x10 6 mm4 71x10 6 mm4
~- 537 kN-M 152 kN-M
~+ 762 kN-M 228 kN-M
QN 116 kN/stud 33.9 kN/stud
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Table 5.3
Monotonic Cruciform Test Results
Connection's Experimentally Predicted
Properties Determined (see note a)
R 1. 73 (1) 1. 27
KrcoNN 35 kN-M/mRad (2 ) 26.2 kN-M/mRad
KSEC 25.4 kN-M/mRad (3) 21.1 kN-M/mRad
Jle 14.5 (4) - - - - -
Note:
1.
2.
3.
4.
R is the Maximum Strength Ratio. This is the
ratio of ~/Mp. The Maximum moment ~ (198 kN-
m) was obtained from the moment-rotation curve
experimentally. Mp is defined as the ultimate
plastic moment capacity of the steel beam itself
(114.6 kN-m).
KrCONN is defined as the initial tangent stiffness
at the beginning of the monotonic test that is
obtained form the moment-rotation curve
experimentally.
KSEC is the secant stiffness at 2.5 mRads.
Jle is the Rotational Ductility Ratio and is
defined as the ratio of the maximum rotation
(Op=72 mRads) to the connections yield rotation
(El y =5 mRads) .
a) The connection predictions were based on the
cruciforms mechanical and geometric properties and
using the exponential modeling technique described in
Chapter 3. The ultimate moment capacity of the
connection was evaluated using the yield strength of
the reinforcing bars and the ultimate strength of the
AC on a tubular column based on Chapter 2 local
parametric study.
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Figure 1.1 PHOTO 6/94/33-2
TUBULAR COLUMN
\\IF TEE
ATLSS: CONNECTOR
ANGLE STIrFENERS
\/F GIRDER'--
REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB REINFORCING BARSSHEAR STUD
f~~~~E~~lif~~ij~~!~~~~~t~E~T~AL DECK
HUCK'S TW'IST -OFF BLIND ]OLT (TBB) :
I
I
I
I,
I,
I,
Figure 1.2
Figure 1.1
Figure 1.2
ATLSS Connector
Proposed Partially Restrained
Composite Connection
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SEATING BOLT
TENON
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~IF .'
TENON
MATERIAL - HSLA CASTING - 550 MPa
INTERIOR SLOPES
BACK SLOPES - 19 I 1
SIDE SLOPES - 6 I 1
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1/2' SEATING BOLT /
27 25
Figure 1.3 ATLSS Connector's Details
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Interior column
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1
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~
'/ Strap angle moment connection
Flange diaphragm moment connections
SecMn A-A
: \ -- Seat angle
L.- Reinforcing pIcHe
-[+-lID~~~~~~~t
SectIon A-A
Stiffening by tees on the beam flanges Section 8-B Sec;lon B·8
Column face doubler plate reinforcement lor moment connections
Figure 1.4 Typical Tubular Column - WF Girder Connection
[ 49]
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ATLSS
CONNECTOR
A-A
HUCK TBB
B-B
Figure 1.5 Simplified Detailing of Proposed PRCC
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APPLIED FORCE
D~ D3
DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCERS
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iSI!1
7~~11-1 IW91119 MM 610 MM
;;:r ill. l' i I ! 2~6 MM
SI3 :
,
J
I
r
6,5 I"lM ME ASURED FROM
RADIUS END OF TENON
, -DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCERS
-DISPLACEMENT ARE ALL MEASURED
FROM THE SAME REFERENCED DATUH
POINT.
I -STRAIN GAGES
-DIMENSION NOT SHOIIN ARE
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Figure 2.1
STRAIN GAGES
Instrumentation for Local Shear Test
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SHEARING OF
TENON THRU
NET SECTION
FAILURE MODE FOR
203.l'1l'1x2031'1I'1x(6,41'1f'1,8rH'l,9,51'11'1)
LOCAL BUCKLING OF
CHORD FACE ON
T.UBULAR COLUMN
FAILURE MODE FOR
2031'1I'1x2031'1I'1x4,8P11'1
ROTATION OCCURRED ABOUT THE
UPPER FLUTES OF THE MORTISE
- DI IS THE AVERAGE DlSTANCE BETVEUl THE
MORTISE'S UPPER FLUTES AND UPPER EDGE IN MM.
- D2 IS THE MORTISE'S VIDTH AT THE BOTTON IN r~M.
- D3 IS THE HEIGHT OF THE NORTISE IN Mr~.
- Bo IS THE 'WIDTH OF THE TUBE IN 1'11'1,
-to IS THE THICKNESS OF THE TUBE IN MM.
-..B. IS A NONDIMENSlDNAL RATIO (LENGTH/LENGTH.)
Figure 2.2 Failure Modes for Local Shear Test
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Photo 2.1
Photo 2.2 Photo 8/94/18-21
Photo 2.1 Typical Shear Test Setup
Photo 2.2 Typical Shear Test Failure Modes
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Photo 2.1
Photo 2.2 Photo 8/94/18-21
Photo 2.1 T:T:d: ,-;::":i::"',-;' Setup
Photo 2.2 Typlcal Shear lesL Failure Modes
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Figure 2.4 Load vs. Dl for 4.8mm TubeLoad vs. Seating for 4.8mm Tube
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Figure 2.6 Selected Strains vs. D1 for 4.8mm TubeLoad vs. D1 for 6.4mm Tube
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Figure 2.11 Selected Strains vs. D1 for 8rnrn Tube
Figure 2.12 Load vs. D1 for 9.5rnrn Tube
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Figure 2.13 Load vs. Seating for 9.5mrn TUbe
Figure 2.14 Selected Strains vs. D1 for 9.5mrn Tube
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-]3 IS THE HEIGHT OF THE MDRTJSE IN r'lr'I.
--to IS THE THICKNESS OF THE TUBE IN r'lr'I.
Figure 2.16 Failure Mode for Local Compression Test
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Figure 2.18
Load vs. D1 for 4.8mrn Tube
Selected Displacements vs. D1 for 4.8mrn Tube
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Photo 2.3
Photo 2.4
Typical Local Compression Test Setup
Local Compression Test Failure Mode
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Figure 2.20
Chord Strains vs. 01 for 4.8mm Tube
Wall Strains vs. 01 for 4.8mm Tube
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Figure 2.22
Load vs. D1 for 6.4mm Tube
Selected Displacements vs. D1 for 6.4mm Tube
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Figure 2.24
Chord Strains vs. D1 for 6.4mm Tube
Wall Strains vs. D1 for 6.4mm Tube
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Figure 2.25 Load vs. Dl for 8mm Tube
Figure 2.26 Selected Displacements vs. Dl for 8mm Tube
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Figure 2.27 Chord Strains vs. Dl for 8mm Tube
Figure 2.28 Wall Strains vs. Dl for 8mm Tube
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Figure 2.30
Load vs. D1 for 9.5rnm Tube
Selected Displacements vs. D1 for 9.5mm Tube
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Figure 2.32 Cherd Strains vs. ]51 for 9. 5rnrn TubeWall Strains vs. D1 for 9.5rnrn Tube
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Figure 2.34 Failure Mode for Local Tension Test
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Typical Local Tension Test Setup
Local Tension Test Failure Mode
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Figure 2.36 Selected Displacements vs. D1 for 4.8mm Tube
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Figure 2.39 Load vs. 01 for 6. 4mm Tube
Figure 2.40 Selected Displacements vs. 01 for 6.4mm Tube
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Figure 2.42
Chord ~tralns vs. D1 for 6.4mm Tube
Wall Strains vs. Dl for 6.4mm TUbe
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Load vs. D1 for 8mm Tube
Selected Displacements vs. D1 for 8mm Tube
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Figure 2.49 Chord Strains vs. Dl for 9.5rnm Tube
Figure 2.50 Wall Strains vs. Dl for 9.5rnm Tube
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Local Moment Test Failure Mode
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Figure 2.53 Moment vs. Rotation for 4. 8mm Tube
Figure 2.54 Strains vs. Rotation for 4.8mm TUbe
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Figure 2.56 Moment vs. Rotation for 6. 4mm TUbe
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Figure 2.58
Strains vs. Rotation for 6.4mm Tube
Displacements vs. Rotation for 6.4mm Tube
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Figure 2.62
Displacements vs. Rotation for 8mm Tube
Moment vs. Rotation for 9.Smm Tube
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Figure 2.63 Strains vs. Rotation for 9.5mm Tube
Figure 2.64 Displacements vs. Rotation for 9.5mm Tube
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Figure 2.66 Load vs. 01 for Shear Test ComparisonLoad vs. 01 for Compression Test Comparison
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Figure 5,5 Instrumentation for Monotonic Test
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Figure 5.7
East Girder Moment vs. Rotation
(overall) Relationships
East Girder Moment vs. Rotation
Relationship (up to 20 mRads)
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Figure 5.8 East Girder Mornent/Mp vs. Rotation
(overall) Relationships
Figure 5.9 East Girder Mornent/Mp vs. Rotation
Relationships (up to 20 rnRads)
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West Girder Moment vs. Rotation
(overall) Relationships
West Girder Moment vs. Rotation
Relationships (up to 20 mRads)
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West Girder Moment/Mp vs. Rotation
(overall) Relationships
West Girder Moment/Mp vs. Rotation
Relationships (up to 20 mRads)
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Figure 5.15
Moment vs. Rebar Strain Relationships
Moment/Mp vs. Rebar Strain Relationships
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Figure 5.16 East Girder Load vs. Beam Tip
Displacement Relationships
Figure 5.17 West Girder Load vs. Beam's Tip
Displacement Relationships
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Parameters of ::ycle i
Cycle: A load or defonnation history unit
consisting of two sequential excursions, one in the
positive and one in the negative loading direction.
A cycle is not necessarily a closed unit. since the
total deformation ranges of the two excursions may
not be equal.
Defonnation: A generic quantity, 8, including
mains, angles of shear distortion, rotations, axial
defonnations, and displacements.
Defonnation range of excursion: The
defonnation range between the beginning and the
peak deformation of an excursion.
Ductility ratio: The ratio of peak defonnation
over yield defOlmation.
Excursion: A load or defonnation history unit
that starts and finishes at zero load, and contains
a loading and unloading branch.
Excursion ductility ratio: The ratio of
defonnation range of an excursion over yield
defonnation, i.e., jit,i+ = Lloi+ ICiy (see Figure 1).
Force: A generic quantity, Q, including internal
forces (force or moment), and externally
applied loads.
Force at peak deformation: The force at a I02d
reversal point.
Hysteretic area: The area enclosed by a force-
deformation diagr2m.
Load or deformation step: A load history unit
consisting of a series of cycles with constant pea.\::
load or deformation.
Maximum force: The maximum force measured
in an excursion.
Peak deformation: The deformation at a load
reversal point.
Plastic deformation range: The permanent
deformation between the beginning and end of an
excursion.
Total deformation range: The total deformation
between the peak of an excursion and the peak of
the preceding opposite excursion.
Yield force or defonnation: The predicted or
measured force or deformation at which
significant yielding occurs.
Figure 5.26 Cyclic Nomenclature
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Figure 5.28 Load vs. Beam Deformation Relationships
(maximum displacement 8.1y )
Figure 5.29 Load vs. Beam Deformation Relationships
(maximum displacement 4.1y )
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Figure 5.30 Moment vs. Connection Rotation
Relationships (maximum rotation 58
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)
Figure 5.31 Moment/Mp vs. Connection Rotation
Relationships (maximum rotation 58y)
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Fun
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KREBAR
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NOMENCLATURE
The mean cross sectional area, per millimeters length
of the beam, of the concrete shear surface under
consideration (mm2 /mm)
Total area of longitudinal reinforcing used in
composite connection (mm2 )
Cross sectional area of stud shear connector (mm2 )
The cross sectional area, per millimeters length of
the beam of the combined top and bottom reinforcement
crossing the critical shear surface (mm2 /mm)
The effective width of the Tee (mm)
The width of the Tee (mm)
Effective flange width of composite section (mm)
geometric dimension of the mortise (mm)
Modulus of elasticity of concrete (Mpa)
Modulus of elasticity of steel (Mpa)
Specified compressive strength of concrete (MPa)
Yield stress of the type of steel used (includes
reinforcing) (Mpa)
Yield strength of tube (Mpa)
Yield strength of tee (Mpa)
Specified minimum yield strength of reinforcing
Tensile strength of the type of steel used (Mpa)
Distance from the centroid of the rebars to the tee
(mm)
The height of the ATLSS Connector above the Tee (mm)
Nominal rib height (mm)
moment of inertia (mm4 )
Lower bound moment of inertia for a partially composite
beam in positive bending (mm4 )
Lower bound moment of inertial in partially composite
beam in negative bending (mm4 )
Lower bound moment of inertia in a partially composite
beam weighted as a percentage of I 1b - and I 1b+ along the
span. Weighting factors are .6 for positive moment
regions and .4 for negative moment regions along the
span (mm4 )
Connection joint factor (EI/LK
mNN )
The axial stiffness of the Tee (kN/mm)
Composite Connection Stiffness (kN-mm/mRad)
Effective linear spring stiffness of the Rebar (kN/mm)
Effective Composite Connection Stiffness for design
(kN-mm/mRad)
Composite Connection Initial Stiffness (Tangent
Stiffness) - Experimental (kN-mm/mRad)
Composite Connection Secant Stiffness - Experimental
(kN-mm/mRad)
Effective length of rebar (mm) - empirical
Nominal flexural strength of composite section in
negative bending (kN-m)
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~+ Nominal flexural strength of composite section in
positive bending (kN-m)
~c- Nominal flexural strength of composite connection in
negative bending ~c- = dArFy or Fyr (whichever is
applicable) (kN-m)
MpcoNN Plastic bending moment capacity of the connection
(kN-m)
MAC ATLSS Connection Moment at face of column support -
Experimental (kN-m)
ME ATLSS Connection elastic moment capacity-Experimental
(kN-m)
~ The maximum moment the system will experience (kN-m)
~LT ATLSS Connection ultimate moment capacity -Experimental
(kN-m)
~ER Applied Moment during Service of Connection (kN-m)
~+ Required flexural strength of the composite section
resulting form all factored loads, before and after
concrete set. (kN-m)
mRad milli-radian (1/1000 of a Radian)
NAC Capacity of the subassembly determined semi-empirically(kN)
Nb Contact surface force perpendicular to the mortise (kN)
n Number of shear stud connectors considered fUlly
effective in resisting a specific load condition (each)
n1 Number of shear stud connectors per group (each)
P Actuator Load, (kN)
PE Elastic strength of the subassembly, prior to any
significant yielding (kN)
PU1t The ultimate strength of a subassembly (kN)
PREBAR Total longitudinal reinforcing bar axial force at yield
produced by negative moments or, using Fy or FJr of thereinforcing, whichever is applicable (produce by
negative moment ~q in experiment) (kN)
PSWDS The total axial force applied to the studs in the deck(kN)
Pcooc The axial force of the AC due to the positive
moment(kN)
P~B is the maximum tensile force of the Twist-Off Blind
Bolt (kN)
PRYI-mom) The axial force of the rebar due to yield in negative
moment(kN)
Qn Nominal strength of one shear stud connector (kN)
EQn Nominal strength of all effective shear stud connectors
resisting a specific load condition (kN)
R Maximum strength factor of connection, (~LT/Mp) -
Experimental
s Longitudinal spacing of shear stud connector groups(rom)
v r Shear friction resistance of concrete per unit length
of the beam (kN/rom)
vrQn Shear friction resistance of concrete per shear stud
connector (kN)
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V ATLSS Connection vertical Reaction at face of column
support - Experimental (kN)
VAPPLIEoApplied vertical load at the connection (kN)
average width of concrete rib (mm)
6 width or diameter ratio between bracing member(s) and
chord
Maximum rotation of the connection (mRad)
Rotation of connection during service loading (mRad)
The rotation when the connection yields (mRad)
Rotational ductility factor (ecu/e~) - Experimental
Coefficient used in horizontal shear resistance
calculations, = 1.0 for normal-weight concrete and 0.8
for lightweight concrete
ATLSS Connection Tenon Displacement - Empirical (mm)
Displacement of rebar at connection, Empirical (rom)
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